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Preface 

 
This book of proceedings collects the abstracts of talks and 
posters presented at the Trieste Symposium on Perception 
and Cognition 2015, organized by the Psychology Unit of 
the Department of Life Sciences, University of Trieste, and 
held at campus on the 13th of November. 
 
This year TSPC2015 did not include the annual Kanizsa 
Lecture, which was delivered on the 21st of May in Parma, 
as a special event within the 19th Scientific Convention of 
the Society for Gestalt Theory and its Applications 
(http://www.gestalttheory.net/cms/). We thank Vittorio 
Gallese for delivering the lecture and colleagues at the 
University of Parma – in particular, Fiorenza Toccafondi and 
Nicola Bruno – for hosting the event. 
 
The TSPC2015 book of proceedings opens with the abstracts 
of four talks presented at the workshop on "Visual Context 
and Lightness Perception", featuring key speakers who have 
recently provided notable theoretical and empirical insights 
into the field of lightness perception. In particular, talks 1 
and 3 discussed intriguing demonstrations of how lightness 
can be affected by visual context, in the form of illusory 
surfaces (talk 1) and luminance gradient (talk 3), even when 
unnoticeable. Talks 2 and 4 presented theoretical models that 
account for some effects of visual context on lightness from 
different perspectives (neural networks in talk 2 and 
computational modeling in talk 4). The second part of the 
volume collects abstracts of talks and posters presented at 
regular oral and poster sessions.  
 
Each abstract published in the proceedings has been 
evaluated by an anonymous expert reviewer and by the 
organizers. The list of anonymous reviewers who supported 
the editorial process is reported in the next section. 
 
More than 50 active participants gathered at TSPC2015, 
coming from Italy and other European countries (Serbia 8, 
Croatia 2, USA 1, Switzerland 2, Germany 2, Greece 1, 
Czech 1, United Kingdom 1). It featured 11 talks and 45 
posters. The book of proceedings includes written reports of 

http://www.gestalttheory.net/cms/


all talks, and 44 out of 45 posters. Several areas of cognitive 
science were covered, including: perception (talks 5, 8, 9, 10, 
11; posters 8, 11, 29, 32, 35, 36, 37; satellite symposium 1, 2, 
3, 4); action and perception (talk 6; posters 23, 34, 41); 
attention (talk 10; posters 15, 33); memory (posters 13, 17), 
learning (talk 3; poster 20); development (posters 16, 17); 
language (poster 3); problem solving and reasoning (poster 
40, 42); personality (posters 14, 26); decision-making (talks 
3, 6; poster 21); concepts and categorization (talks t; poster 
43); social cognition (talk 1; posters 9, 30, 38); animal 
cognition (posters 4, 5, 7, 25); neuropsychology and 
rehabilitation (posters 22, 27); developmental disorders 
(posters 1, 2, 19, 24); e-health (poster 31, 39); behavioural 
disorders (poster 3); executive processes: monitoring, 
inhibitory control (talks 2, 4; posters 18, 44); cognitive 
dysfunctions (poster 28). In terms of disciplines, 
contributions included modelling, behavioral experiments 
with adults and children, cognitive neuroscience, linguistics, 
philosophy, and ophthalmology. 
 
We thank all authors who submitted an abstract to be 
included in the proceedings, and the reviewers who 
supported the editorial process with their fast and 
constructive reactions. 
 
Finally, for their institutional and financial support to 
TSPC2015 we thank the Department of Life Sciences and 
the PhD program in Neural and Cognitive Sciences of the 
University of Trieste.  
 
 
Paolo Bernardis 
Carlo Fantoni 
Walter Gerbino 
organizers and editors 
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Kanizsa figures in lightness and brightness context  

Zdravković S 

Faculty of Philosophy, University of Novi Sad, Serbia; Laboratory for Experimental Psychology, University of 
Belgrade, Serbia 

Keywords: Kanizsa’s triangle, amodal perception, visual texture, simultaneous lightness contrast. 

Figures such as Kanizsa’s triangle are compelling visual phenomena in which presence of the 
figure is indisputable, though it is only partially outlined. Most vision research focused on the 
presence of the contour and phenomena such as illusory contrast created by modal 
completion. However, this figure also appears to have a color different from the background, 
suggesting that there is a modal texture filling the area outlined by that contour. If there were 
such a texture, would its color be treated like a real texture color, i.e. would it be susceptible 
to various visual effects? We reasoned that the visual phenomena typical for texture color 
should be applicable to modal figures. Simultaneous contrast (SC) is a visual illusion in 
which black and white backgrounds modulate the surface color of targets. Hence, illusions 
like SC should work equally well with modal targets. 

In a series of experiments, we replaced typical SC black and white backgrounds with 
differently shaped inducers (circles, rectangles, lines) that created illusory targets (gray 
squares). We used six types of inducers, each with three gray levels of targets (see Figure 1) 
running both lightness and brightness conditions. Participants made matches using a Munsell 
scale (real scale in the case of lightness and the scale on the screen in the case of brightness). 

Estimated lightness of illusory targets was similar to regular SC gray targets in many relevant 
aspects. There was not only a difference between regular and modal objects (F(2,26)= 6.75, 
p< 0.004) but it was independent of the amount of outlined contour (F(2,26)= 2.04; p> 0.05). 
The texture of modal object exhibited all the qualities typical for regular targets, the effect 
was just as strong with illusory targets, the targets with dark inducers were perceived as 
lighter, the illusion became stronger when darker targets were used, and the effect increased 
with articulation. A significant difference between brightness and lightness conditions was 
also observed (F(2,27)= 95.09, p< 0.000). 

These findings suggest that illusory figures do have an illusory texture, which is treated as a 
real texture, susceptible to visual phenomena characteristic for texture colors. Consequently, 
modal object are not just made of contour but they also have an area. 

Acknowledgments. This research was supported by Ministry of Education and Science, Grants No. 179033 and 
III47020. 
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Figure 1. Stimuli used in Experiment 1 (first row), Experiment 2 (second row) and Experiment 3 (third row). All 
three different background gray shades were used in each experiment.  
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A Neural Model of Lightness Anchoring 

Domijan D 

University of Rijeka, Croatia 

Keywords: Anchoring, Computer Simulations, Staircase Gelb Effect, Lightness Perception, Neural Network 

Lightness anchoring is a process of transformation of the scale of relative luminance ratios 
into an absolute scale of perceived lightness values. Recent psychophysical work suggests 
that lightness anchoring operates via maximum-as-white rule, that is, surface with highest 
luminance in the scene is anchored to the white and all other surfaces are anchored to 
different shades of gray depending on their luminance ratio relative to the white surface 
(Gilchrist et al., 1999). Illustration of this rule is the staircase Gelb effect where addition of a 
new surface with highest luminance alters the lightness appearance of all surfaces present in 
the scene. New surface appears as white and pushes all other surfaces to lower values on the 
scale of lightness values.  

Goal of the present work is to provide mechanistic explanation of the lightness anchoring and 
staircase Gelb effect in particular. To this end, new neural network is developed and 
numerically tested. Proposed neural network consists of presynaptic inhibition of the 
feedforward input pathways and recurrent self-excitation. Presynaptic inhibition operates as a 
gate control which regulates the amount of lateral inhibition that a particular node can receive 
from other network locations. Consequence of the presynaptic inhibition is that the node 
which receives maximal input will not receive any lateral inhibition because its presynaptic 
inhibition will block all inhibitory signals arising from other nodes. Activity of this node will 
grow to the maximal level due to the self-excitation and this physiological maximum can be 
interpreted as a perception of white. On the other hand, nodes that receive less than maximal 
input will not be able to completely prevent lateral inhibition and their final activity level will 
be lower compared to the node with maximal level. Self-excitation is a necessary component 
of the model because it explains the compression of the scale of perceived lightness values.  

Computer simulations showed that the proposed model correctly predicts the appearance of 
lightness values in staircase Gelb effect. Also, the model can simulate the effect of the 
surface size and the effect of insulation on lightness anchoring. However, the current version 
of the model cannot explain perception of luminosity, that is, perception of lightness values 
for sources of light and the effect of articulation on lightness anchoring. 
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The phenomenology of the phantom illusion 

Galmonte A1, Rudd ME2, Agostini T3 
1Department of Neurological, Biomedical and Movement Sciences – University of Verona, Italy; 2Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute, Department of Physiology and Biophysics, - University of Washington School of 
Medicine, Seattle, WA, USA; 3Department of Life Sciences – University of Trieste, Italy 

Keywords: visual illusions, lightness perception, luminance gradients; contrast and assimilation effects. 

A spatial luminance change within the retinal image can be determined by either a surface 
reflectance change or by an illumination change. Often the overall visual information helps 
us to disambiguate between the two possibilities. For instance, the profile type of the 
luminance change can be useful to correctly attribute the physical cause of the observed 
discontinuity: when it is sharp, it tends to be perceived as a reflectance change; whereas, 
when the profile is gradual, the luminance transition tends to appear as an illumination one. 

Luminance transitions do not need to be clearly visible to affect appearance: also almost 
unnoticeable luminance gradients may in fact generate induction effects. We will present 
some variants of the Agostini and Galmonte [1] illusion where the luminance gradients are 
virtually unnoticeable, but the induction effects are still present.  

When the width of the almost invisible luminance gradients is wide, a contrast effect is 
perceived: surfaces that are surrounded by a lower luminance appear lighter than equal 
surfaces that are surrounded by a higher luminance. On the contrary, quite surprisingly, when 
the gradient width is narrowed, an assimilation effect appears: surfaces that are surrounded 
by a lower luminance appear darker than equal surfaces that are surrounded by a higher 
luminance. We refer to this illusion as “the Phantom Illusion” because almost imperceptible 
gradient inducers generate it [2].  

We performed a phenomenological experiment to collect observational data from naïve 
observers by using the phenomenological procedure proposed by Kanizsa [3]: observers were 
first asked to describe the experimental configuration and then, when the experimenter 
pointed to one part of the stimulus, to choose among the others the most similar in lightness. 
The aim was to check the hypothesis that the width/steepness of a surrounding luminance 
gradient can influence the lightness of a target. 

We found that, even if both wide and narrow gradients span the same total luminance range, 
wide almost invisible luminance gradients determine contrast effects, whereas narrow ones 
induce assimilation effects.  

To sum up, the peculiarities of our results are: 1. the contrast effect switches to an 
assimilation effect when the width/steepness of the luminance gradient is narrowed; 2. the 
assimilation effects are produced by a narrow surround made by luminance gradients, rather 
than by a surrounding homogeneous luminance field; and, 3. this happens even when the 
gradients are almost invisible. 
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Thus, local surround width/steepness seems to be the critical factor in determining whether 
assimilation or contrast will occur, but there may also be something peculiar about the 
contrast and assimilation effects produced by gradients. We will discuss some possible 
explanations of our effects, and, more specifically, both the pros and cons of the high-level 
theories. We believe that further research is needed to better clarify whether the Phantom 
Illusion is best explained by low- or high-level interpretations, or some combination of the 
two. 

 

1. Agostini T, Galmonte A. (2002). A new effect of luminance gradient on achromatic 
simultaneous contrast. Psychonomic Bulletin & Review, 9:264-269. 

2. Galmonte A, Soranzo A, Rudd ME, Agostini T. (2015). The phantom illusion. Vision 
Research, 117:49–58 

3. Kanizsa G (1954). Il gradiente marginale come fattore dell' aspetto fenomenico dei 
colori. Archivio di Psicologia, Neurologia e Psichiatria, 15:251-64. 
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Cortical mechanisms of object-centered lightness computation  

Rudd ME 

University of Washington, Seattle, WA USA  

In a series of recent papers, I have proposed a cortical model of lightness computation. 
According to the model, local steps in log luminance are encoded by oriented spatial filters in 
early visual cortex (V1, V2), then spatially integrated along image paths directed towards the 
target at a subsequent cortical stage (Rudd, 2010, 2013, 2014). A contrast gain control 
mechanism adjusts each filter’s gain on the basis of the outputs of other nearby filters. Top- 
down attentional modulation and edge classification also play roles in setting the early filter 
gain, in a way that depends on the subject’s task and scene interpretation. The ON- and OFF- 
pathways from which the early filters are formed are assumed to have different inherent 
(preattentive) gains: the OFF-pathway gain being larger by a factor of ~3. The image paths 
along which filter outputs are integrated depend on figural organization. One path integration 
rule is to “compare target luminances to that of a common background region.” This rule 
directly contradicts the highest luminance anchoring principle of Gilchrist’s Anchoring 
Theory. I will discuss how my model accounts for quantitative data from experiments 
conducted with disk-annulus (Rudd & Zemach, 2004, 2005) and staircase-Gelb (Cataliotti & 
Glichrist, 1995) stimuli, as will experiments utilizing instructional manipulations (Arend & 
Spehar, 1993; Rudd, 2010), and the Phantom Illusion (Galmonte, Soranzo, Rudd, & Agostini, 
in press), in which either an incremental or decremental target surrounded by a shallow 
luminance gradients can be made to appear as an increment or decrement, depending on the 
gradient width. I will end with some informed speculation regarding the cortical areas 
involved in the various model computations. I suggest that long-range contrast integration 
involves processes located in and beyond cortical area V4, following midlevel cortical 
computations related to image segmentation (border completion, border ownership) in area 
V2. 
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Increased facial mimicry after administration of intranasal Oxytocin  

Korb S1, Malsert J2,3, Strathearn L4, Vuilleumier P5, Niedenthal P6 
1Neuroscience Area, SISSA, Trieste, I 2 Swiss Center for Affective Sciences, Geneva, Switzerland, CH 
3Department of Psychology and Educational Sciences, University of Geneva, CH, 4Department of Pediatrics, 
Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, USA, 5Department of Fundamental Neurosciences, University of 
Geneva, CH, 6Department of Psychology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, USA 

Keywords: Facial mimicry, oxytocin, facial expressions, facial feedback, caregiving 

Among other things, oxytocin (OT) is relevant for caregiving and social cognition [1]. For 
example, intranasal administration of OT improves the recognition of emotional facial 
expressions [2-6], and increases gazing to the eye regions [7] (Guastella, Mitchell, & Dadds, 
2008). Recently, OT administration was shown to increase automatic imitation of finger 
movements [8] (De Coster, Mueller, T’Sjoen, De Saedeleer, & Brass, 2014). To test the 
hypothesis that OT administration can also modulate facial mimicry, 60 healthy male 
participants self-administered, in a double-blind between-subjects design, 24 international 
units (IUs) of nasal spray containing either OT or placebo (PLA). Facial mimicry and 
emotion judgments were recorded in response to movie clips depicting changing facial 
expressions in adult and infant faces. Facial mimicry was increased in the OT group only, but 
effects were strongest for angry infant faces. These results provide further evidence for the 
importance of OT for social cognition skills, and suggest that increased facial mimicry might 
be the mechanism underlying improved emotion recognition after OT administration. 

 

1. Bartz JA, Zaki J, Bolger N, & Ochsner KN. (2011). Social effects of oxytocin in 
humans: context and person matter. Trends in Cognitive Sciences, 15:301–309. 

2. Domes G, Heinrichs M, Michel A, Berger C., & Herpertz SC. (2007). Oxytocin 
improves “mind-reading” in humans. Biological Psychiatry, 61:731–733. 

3. Fischer-Shofty M, Shamay-Tsoory SG, Harari H, & Levkovitz Y. (2010). The effect of 
intranasal administration of oxytocin on fear recognition. Neuropsychologia, 48:179–
184. 

4. Lischke A, Berger C, Prehn K, Heinrichs M, Herpertz SC, & Domes G. (2012). 
Intranasal oxytocin enhances emotion recognition from dynamic facial expressions and 
leaves eye-gaze unaffected. Psychoneuroendocrinology, 37:475–481. 

5. Marsh AA, Yu HH, Pine DS, & Blair RJR. (2010). Oxytocin improves specific 
recognition of positive facial expressions. Psychopharmacology, 209:225–232.  

6. Schulze L, Lischke A, Greif J, Herpertz SC, Heinrichs M, & Domes G. (2011). Oxytocin 
increases recognition of masked emotional faces. Psychoneuro-endocrinology, 36:1378–
1382. 
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7. Guastella AJ, Mitchell PB, & Dadds MR. (2008). Oxytocin increases gaze to the eye 
region of human faces. Biological Psychiatry, 63:3–5. 

8. De Coster L, Mueller SC, T’Sjoen G, De Saedeleer L, & Brass M. (2014). The influence 
of Oxytocin on automatic motor simulation. Psychoneuro-endocrinology, 50:220–226. 
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A possible role of reward sensitivity and impulsivity in weight gain after deep brain 
stimulation. 

Aiello M1, Foroni F1, Eleopra R2 , Pergola G3, Rumiati RI1 
1SISSA, Trieste, Italy; 2 AOUD “Santa Maria della Misericordia”, Udine, Italy; 3 Univ.degli Studi di Bari Aldo 
Moro, Italy 

Keywords: subthalamic nucleus; Parkinson’s disease; liking; wanting; inhibitory control; food 

Deep brain stimulation of the subthalamic nucleus (STN-DBS) is safe procedure to treat 
Parkinson's disease (PD) that however may expose patients to non-motor effects [1]. In 
particular it has been shown that after the implant patients suddenly increase in weight. 
However, the exact mechanism of this weight gain has not yet been identified [2,3]. Since 
these changes seem to be modulated by STN-DBS [4-6], we aimed at evaluating the role of 
reward sensitivity and impulsivity in weight gain after DBS. 

Patients with PD scheduled for STN-DBS were recruited. They were tested in a satiated state 
before surgery in on medication, and after surgery in on medication/off stimulation and on 
medication/on stimulation. All participants were asked to complete a self-report questionnaire 
about impulsiveness, a go-no-go experiment measuring the response inhibition to food items 
and finally, a task that evaluates hedonic and motivational aspects of food processing (liking 
and wanting, respectively). The preoperative and postoperative body weights were recorded. 
The mean body weight of patients increased postoperatively. Both reward sensitivity and 
impulsivity increased after surgery. The weight changes correlated positively with hedonic 
ratings of food items and salience/motivation towards foods in on medication/on stimulation, 
in particular for non-sweet foods (both high and low calorie foods). Moreover, weight 
changes correlated positively with false alarms for food items in the go no-go task in on 
medication/on stimulation. Finally, weight changes correlated negatively with motor 
impulsiveness in the pre surgical condition and positively with changes in motor 
impulsiveness after surgery. Our results confirm that STN-DBS expose patients to the risk of 
weight gain. Moreover, they suggest that postoperative weight gain may be related to changes 
in food reward sensitivity and in inhibitory control. Both these aspects have been recognized 
to play an important role in eating behaviors. 
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Conventional paradigms can successfully capture many cognitive processes, unveiling 
several (patho-)physiological mechanisms. However, often they come at the cost of tedious 
tasks for the participants, which can impose critical restrictions especially when it comes to 
certain neurocognitive conditions. Immersive videogames could provide an entertaining 
alternative of higher ecological validity. Eye or other body movements could then be 
modeled for unveiling cognition, for example by modeling frameworks based on predictive 
coding theories for brain function.  

In this project, we present an approach that combines video games, eye tracking and 
Bayesian modeling (i.e. HGF, [1]) for studying learning and decision-making. To that end, 
first, an interactive videogame was developed. The player’s goal was to maximize a score by 
efficiently exploiting regularities in the environment, i.e. the game’s structure. Second, we 
conducted a proof-of-concept study with 10 healthy volunteers, considering different 
probabilistic conditions across two spatial dimensions. Behavior was monitored by recording 
eye-gaze and/or mouse-movements. Third, the behavioral responses were modeled with a 
two-dimensional Bayesian framework using hierarchical-Gaussian-filtering, as well as classic 
reinforcement learning, yielding insights about both learning and decision-making processes. 
Bayesian model comparison was used to infer on the cognitive strategy applied by the 
participants. 

According to the winning model, subjects appeared to use a volatility dependent learning 
rate. Their response variability was found to be highly influenced by the precision (i.e. 
confidence) of predictions and responses appeared to be spatially correlated. Finally, spill-
over effects between the learning and the response model were identified across dimensions 
for certain subjects. The 2D computational framework implemented in this study provides a 
first step towards interactive paradigms that allow for a detailed investigation of multimodal 
prediction precision. As such it could be well suited to study spectrum conditions such as 
autism or schizophrenia for which aberrant precision has been hypothesized. 

1. Mathys C, Daunizeau J, Friston KJ, & Stephan KE. (2011). A Bayesian foundation for 
individual learning under uncertainty. Frontiers in human neuroscience, 5:39. 
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The precise localizations and role of the neural substrates subserving inhibitory control are 
still debated. An intriguing hypothesis is that the performance of goal directed-actions and 
their suppression are not specified by independent sets of brain regions. Rather, acting and 
stopping might be functions emerging from specific interactions between largely overlapping 
brain regions, whose activity is intimately linked (directly or indirectly) to the evaluations of 
pros and cons of an action [1]. In line with this view, we have previously shown that the 
dorsal premotor cortex [2,3,4] and the primary motor cortex (M1, [2]) are involved in 
inhibitory function. In particular, recording from subdural electrodes placed over the lateral 
frontotemporal regions of one hemisphere of pharmacoresistant epileptic patients, Mattia et al 
[2] showed that when a movement is successfully cancelled, an event-related potentials 
complex, whose onset precedes the end of the stop process, is selectively expressed in M1, 
Brodmann area (BA) 6, and BA9. Thus, it appears that the same regions that mediate 
voluntary decisions to act, are also involved in the voluntary decision to refrain from acting. 
In order to check whether other areas on the lateral frontotemporal surface take part to this 
process, we analyzed the frequency domain of the brain activity of the same patients. We 
developed a new analytical tool, based on principal component analysis, which allowed us to 
assess how well brain activity could distinguish between successful and unsuccessful trials, 
without selecting arbitrarily one or few contacts or frequency bands. On the one hand, we 
confirm our previous findings, as we found that the motor cortices (M1 and BA6) of both 
hemispheres distinguished successful from unsuccessful trials after the delivery of the stop 
instruction, but before the behavioral estimate of the time taken to react to the stop signal. On 
the other hand, we found that two areas of the inferior frontal gyrus (BA44/BA45) 
distinguished these two type of trials before the subject perceives the stop-signal. Overall, we 
did not find any sign of lateralization of the inhibitory network, however the sample was 
rather small (six subjects, three had the grid placed over the surface of the fronto-temporal 
lobes of the right and three over the left hemisphere), thus this finding has to be taken 
cautiously. The above result might be explained either by advocating a malfunctioning of the 
attentive system or the occurrence of wrong proactive computations when unsuccessful trials 
occur. 

1. Mirabella G. (2014). Should I stay or should I go? Conceptual underpinnings of goal-
directed actions. Frontiers of System Neuroscience, 8:206 
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Traditionally, negative – or complementary – afterimages are classified as visual illusions or 
even as hallucinations. For instance, the popular view is that, after staring at a RED patch for 
several seconds, one sees a GREEN afterimage and vice versa – a view shared by many 
scholars [1-9]. The paper presents empirical evidence that contrasts such a view.  

A simple perceptual test was administered to a sample of 350 students. The results were 
divergent from Hering inspired models. A different hypothesis is thus put forward – negative 
afterimages are partial and temporary blindness to color components. In short, if S is the 
color of the original stimulus, A is the color of the afterimage, B is the color of the ensuing 
background, k is a modulating parameter, a simple relation can be devised: A = B – k S. 

In the red stimulus example, this is exactly what happens. S is red, B is white, and A is white 
minus red, which is cyan: A = white – red = cyan. 

According to such a model, negative afterimages are perception of a subset of the available 
color components in the external world. They are neither illusions nor hallucinations – they 
are perception of actual colors normally conceived. The model suggests that the afterimage is 
a function both of the stimulus and of the ensuing background.  

The experimental setup tested whether different afterimage hues could be predicted using 
different ensuing background and identical stimulus. This was indeed the case. An afterimage 
is thus the result of a subtraction and not of an addition. Afterimages are not perceptual 
objects but localized filtering areas. Afterimages are neither projected nor seen, rather they 
are a local alteration of the visual field through which one sees something less than usual. 
One thus sees a stimulus-shaped floating filtered area – an area inside which certain color 
components are filtered away. To recap: 

a. Hering-inspired models are not coherent with empirical evidence 
b. Negative afterimages depend both on the stimulus and on the ensuing background (A 

= B – k S)  
c. Afterimages do not require any mental illusory color. Afterimages are perception of 

the subset of the existing colors.  
d. Afterimages are locally filtered perception of the external world. 
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We define gaze agency as the awareness of the causal effect of one’s own eye movements on 
the physical world, which might soon become a reality with the diffusion of gaze-operated 
devices. Here we propose a method to assess gaze agency by evaluating self-monitoring 
propensity and sensitivity. In one task, healthy adult observers watched bouncing balls on a 
computer monitor, with the goal of discovering the cause of concurrently presented beeps, 
which were generated in real time by their spontaneous saccades or by external events 
(Discovery task, propensity). An ad-hoc index was developed to measure the performance in 
this task. In a second task, observers judged whether or not the beeps depended on their eye 
movements (Detection task, sensitivity). Signal detection indexes were used to measure the 
performance in this task. We analyzed observers’ eye movements in search of an oculomotor 
signature of gaze agency, but in neither tasks we found relevant task-related changes in the 
visual exploration pattern. Our approach has three strengths: 1) is based on a continuous and 
spontaneous action source – eye movements; 2) involves both cognitive and sensori-motor 
capabilities – understanding an action at a distance; 3) probes self-monitoring propensity, 
which is difficult to assess with traditional tasks based on bodily agency. Assessing gaze 
agency may deepen our knowledge of defective agency in pathological conditions and during 
development. 
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In the present study we investigated the relationship between judgment of the human body 
attractiveness and the easiness of gender categorization. Eighteen participants of both genders 
were asked to categorize the silhouettes of human body as either male or female (first part of 
the study) and to judge the same silhouettes on attractiveness scale (second part of the study). 
Eleven silhouettes were used as stimuli: five male, five female and one ambiguous. All male 
silhouettes had waist-to-hip ratio .90 (average male WHR), while the shoulder-to-hip ratio 
(SHR) was either 1.00 (least masculine), 1.10, 1.20 (average masculine), 1.30 or 1.40 (most 
masculine). All female silhouettes had SHR=1.00 (average female SHR) and WHR was 
either .90 (least feminine), .80, .70 (average feminine), .60 or .50 (most feminine). 
Ambiguous silhouette had WHR=.80 and SHR=1.10, both between average male and female 
proportions. Significant negative correlation between categorization time (RT) and 
attractiveness judgments was obtained (r=-.853): the shorter the RT, the greater the 
attractiveness. This finding is in line with the Processing fluency theory which predicts that 
fluent (fast) processing induces positive affect, i.e. generates aesthetic pleasure. Three-way 
analyses of variance of RT and attractiveness judgments showed no main effects of either 
Participants gender or Silhouettes gender (the ambiguous silhouette was excluded from this 
analysis); the main effect of Masculinity/Femininity level was significant. No significant 
interactions were obtained. Post hoc analyses showed that RT is significantly increasing from 
the first to the fourth Masculinity/Femininity level, while the difference between the fourth 
and the fifth (the highest) level was not significant. This finding is in line with the 
Supernormal hypothesis which predicts that human body attractiveness should increase with 
amplification of masculinity/femininity. In addition to aesthetic effects, this amplification 
helps the gender categorization: supernormal stimuli are easier to categorize compared to 
subnormal and even normal (average, typical) ones. 
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In the present study we investigated the effects of caricatured features on experience of male 
and female facial beauty. Caricatures were generated by enlargement and reduction of chin, 
eyes, nose and mouth. Experience of facial beauty was specified by six basic dimensions: 
Phenomenal, Cute, Erotic, Clear, Impressive and Elegant beauty. Twelve participants (age 
18-35, both genders) judged three categories of faces: enlarged, normal and reduced facial 
parts. Results have shown that female faces with reduced nose was judged as more 
Phenomenal, Cute, Erotic, Clear and Elegant, while the faces with enlarged eyes was judged 
as more Cute, Erotic, Elegant and Impressive. Female faces with enlarged mouth were judged 
as more Impressive, while the male faces with reduced mouth were judged as more Clear. 
Reduced chin on male face is judged as more Cute, Erotic, Clear and more Elegant, while the 
male faces with reduced nose were judged as more Phenomenal. Therefore, the strongest 
effects produced by the facial manipulation on male faces are reduced chin and eyes, while 
female faces with reduced nose and enlarged eyes are judged as more beautiful at almost 
every level of experiencing beauty. Results are also in line with previous findings that 
feminine male face is judged as more attractive than masculine male face. 
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Recent studies suggest effects of colored backgrounds on diverse perceptual and cognitive 
tasks. In two different experimental designs we measured reaction times (RT) and d-primes in 
a orientation classification task of achromatic Gabor patches at different spatial frequencies 
and contrasts surrounded by red, blue, or grey isoluminant surrounds. Results revealed an effect 
of colored backgrounds on RT and d-primes at low spatial frequencies and low contrast. 
Relative to grey backgrounds, we observed that both red and blue backgrounds increase RT 
and lower sensitivity although the effect of red is markedly larger than the effect of blue. 
Estimates of Gabor/background photoreceptor excitation ratios revealed similar ratios within 
L and M cone systems (confirming isoluminance as measured by a luminance meter), but 
markedly different ratios within the S cone system and the rod system. We interpret our results 
as evidence of different effects of red and blue backgrounds within the magnocellular pathway, 
which responds best to low contrast and quickly saturates at medium contrast, has best 
sensitivity to low spatial frequencies, and receives proportionally greater input from S cones as 
well as rods (in mesopic conditions). 
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The Ebbinghaus illusion is usually described in terms of size contrast: identical targets look 
smaller/larger when surrounded by several similar larger/smaller figures. Based on such a 
description, many researchers have endorsed the idea that size contrast between targets and 
surrounding figures is the underlying cause of the phenomenon. However, the illusion in its 
standard form can also be described in terms of the distances of the surrounding figures rather 
than their sizes: identical targets look smaller/larger when surrounded by several 
further/nearer figures. Distance has indeed long been recognized as an independent factor 
affecting the strength of the illusion. Such findings have suggested accounts according to 
which the illusion is due to distance-dependent processes of attraction and repulsion between 
the contours of the elements of the illusory displays. We report several experiments using 
classical and novel variants of the Ebbinghaus display, in order to confront the size contrast 
account and the contour interactions account of the effect. For better control of distances 
between the elements of the stimulus constellations, figures with straight contours were used 
instead of conventional circular shapes. Some displays involved ‘spread contexts’, in which 
many more surrounding figures were present than in the standard displays, and others 
involved ‘merged contexts’, in which several surrounding figures were merged into single 
figures. It was found that, compared to the standard form, spread contexts decreased the 
strength of the illusion and merged contexts increased it. The results were contrary to the 
predictions of the size contrast account and in accord with the predictions of the contour 
interactions account. 

This research was supported in part by the Serbian Ministry of Science and Education, grant ON179033.  
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Perceived distance is anisotropic in a sense that people tend to perceive vertical distances 
above them as larger than horizontal distances in front of them. We argued that this effect 
might be due to gravity integration into our perceptual action schemes. Namely, if one 
reaches to grab something above, his movement opposes gravity and therefore it requires 
more effort than reaching for something on horizontal direction. If perceived distance above 
would be enlarged, it would help in action performance since it would ask for more effort. 
Surprisingly, in previous studies we gained perceived distance anisotropy on larger distances, 
3m and larger, but not on near distances, such as 1m, which would be expected according to 
this hypothesis. Therefore, we performed two experiments, in a reduced cue situation, in 
which participants visually matched distances of two dim light stimuli on two directions, 
vertical and horizontal. Participants (14+13) were in an upright position and only difference 
between the experiments was in standard distances. In the first experiment standard distances 
were 1m, 3m and 5m, while in the second they were 0.4m, 0.6m, 0.8m and 1m. Results of the 
first experiment show a significant difference between two directions only on 3m and 5m 
distances, but not on 1m distance. On the contrary, results of the second experiment show 
significant differences between two viewing directions on all examined distances, 0.4m, 
0.6m, 0.8m and 1m. We can conclude that the absence of significant difference in the first, as 
well as in all previous experiments, on closer distances is probably a statistical artefact, since 
errors grow with increasing the distance, which does not happen if we use closer distances 
only. Results are in line with hypothesis on gravity integration since they show anisotropy 
exists in far and in near space. 

This research was supported by Ministry of education and science of Republic of Serbia, project number 
ON179033. 
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Developmental dyslexia (DD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder defined as a persistent failure 
to acquire efficient reading skills despite normal intelligence, sensory capabilities, and 
adequate education. DD is a heritable multifactorial disorder where genetics and environment 
affect the neurobiological, neuropsychological, and behavioral level of a person. Considering 
the complex phenotype, over the past decades several genetics studies have been done in 
large dyslexia-families or dyslexia-cohorts demonstrating only in a small part of them the 
genetics causes of DD. In the 70’s, based on twins and family studies, it was suggested that 
some forms of dyslexia could be heritable [1,2] with estimate heritability around 70%. The 
first evidence arrived using linkage genetic technologies and the DYX1 locus was identified 
[3]. In the recent decades new 8 DYX loci (DYX2-DYX9) and other chromosome regions 
were associated to DD. Between the years 2003 and 2006, due to several association studies, 
a series of genes were candidate as possible dyslexia-risk genes: DYX1C1 (locus DYX1), 
KIAA0319 and DCDC2 (locus DYX2) [4-6]. Today, over 30 genes are described as 
causative or associated in the development of DD. Unfortunately, animal model studies 
demonstrating a clear biological contribution (as errors in neural migration and/or axon 
guidance) were performed only for few of them [7]. Summarizing, the genetics results 
collected so far suggest that DD is an additive or interactive effect of multiple genetic and 
environmental risk factors. Therefore, due to the heterogenic phenotype and the complex 
genetics, more powerful studies should be done, using large cohorts of several thousand 
samples and adopting a different approach based on the integration between clinical, 
developmental, and cognitive methods on one side and molecular genetics techniques on the 
other. In the 2014 we created an interdisciplinary collaboration between the University of 
Trieste and the Institute for Maternal and Child Health IRCCS “Burlo Garofolo” of Trieste, 
with the main aim to perform a genetic study in Italian families with dyslexia. Our work is 
divided in 2 parts. The first one is focused on validating the most replicated dyslexia-risk 
genes and those proposed by Poelmans et al. (2011) [8] using the chip-array technology 
(several hundred of thousand of SNPs - Illumina) and Next Generation Sequencing (Ion 
Torrent PGM– Life Technologies). The second one is targeted to discover new candidate DD 
risk-genes by using linkage analysis and Exome Sequencing in selected families negative to 
the first step. 
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Specific fonts for people with dyslexia are designed under the assumption that text readability 
can benefit from decreased letter confusability. Such an assumption as well as authoritative 
recommendations about font usability (www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/) need stronger support from 
carefully controlled empirical research (Rello & Baeza-Yates, ASSETS 2013). In a 
preliminary study we asked University of Trieste students (18-33 yr), either diagnosed with 
developmental dyslexia (DD= 8) or normal (N= 31):  [T1] to rank texts printed in 7 different 
fonts (Times + 6 new fonts), on the basis of first-sight perceived readability; [T2-4] to read 
aloud or discriminate material printed in the individual best/worst fonts. New fonts included 
candidate dyslexic friendly features (e.g., longer ascenders/descenders, sans serif, variable 
stroke width). Spacing (standard vs. 11% increased) was a within-subjects factor in the 
experimental design of T2. 

[T1 - ranking] DD and N participants produced strongly correlated rankings (r= 0.80). The 
sans-serif wider-below font was ranked last by all. 
[T2 - reading] Participants read aloud 4 short texts printed in the individual best/worst fonts, 
with standard vs. increased spacing. Error rates were low (2.3 vs. 0.23 wrong words out of 
354, in DD vs. N participants, respectively). Increased spacing and perceived readability 
interacted in facilitating reading speed in N participants, depending upon their average 
performance level. 
[T3 – lexical decision task] We used a paper-and-pencil go/no go (positive) version of LDT 
with pseudowords (derived from words by substitution of few letters) as negative items. 
Unexpectedly, highly proficient N participants performed better on material printed in the 
worst font. No effect of font was obtained in lexical decision by DD and less proficient N 
participants.  
[T4 – same-different matching of letter strings] The task – designed to measure susceptibility 
to crowding – revealed a slight superiority of the best font in DD and worst N participants. 
In general, the subjective ranking of fonts considered in this study was not a strong predictor 
of individual performance in objective tasks. LDT performance and reading aloud efficiency 
were highly correlated (r= 0.62). The letter matching task revealed a “good font” superiority 
effect consistent with the notion that people with DD are highly susceptible to crowding. 
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and the Neuropsychiatric Ward of the IRCCS “Burlo Garofolo”, Trieste. We thank Beppe Chia (Chialab), 
Luciano Parondi (ISIA), Isabella Lonciari and Marco Carrozzi (“Burlo Garofolo”, Trieste), Rosanna Corsi 
(Office for Learning Disabilities, University of Trieste). 
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The term “mind wandering” (MW) refers to a shifting of attention away from a primary task 
toward internal thoughts. Growing evidence shows that MW affects performance on 
cognitive tasks. The aim of this study was to assess for the first time whether MW affects also 
narrative skills. Twenty-one healthy adults were recruited (age: M= 24.05 years; SD= 4.44; 
Range: 18-34). They completed two tasks assessing executive functions and attention (i.e., 
Stroop test and Attentional Network Task, ANT). A Sustained Attention to Response Task 
(SART) was employed to investigate the effect of MW on attentive skills through a probe-
sampling methodology. Additional behavioural indices (i.e., no-go errors, reaction time 
coefficient variability, RTCV) were calculated. Moreover, the participants completed the 
Cognitive Failure Questionnaire (CFQ) and were asked to produce samples of narrative 
discourse by administering a story-telling task, that were analysed using a multilevel 
approach to discourse analysis. The relation between these scores was explored by using 
Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient. A strong positive correlation was found 
between number of MW episodes and the CFQ score (r = 0.492, p< 0.023) showing the 
relation between incidence of MW episodes and the subjective feeling of cognitive failures in 
daily-life. Furthermore, number of MW episodes correlated also with the Time-Interference 
measure of Stroop task (r = 0.493, p < 0.023) and the alerting effect derived from the ANT (r 
= 0.478, p < 0.029). Moreover, both no-go errors and RTCV at the SART showed a strong 
positive correlation with the production of Filler Utterances (r = 0.611, p< 0.004 and r= 
0.559, p< 0.010, respectively). This suggests that MW also affects narrative skills, as those 
who experience more MW episodes tend to fill their descriptions with irrelevant comments. 
Overall, these findings support previous reports on the relation between mind wandering and 
executive functions and extend our knowledge on the side effects exerted by MW on 
narrative production skills. 
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Numerical cognition is a “core knowledge” shared among different species and probably 
relying on mechanisms conserved through evolution [1]. In humans and non-human primates 
higher-order integrative cortices, such as the prefrontal cortex and the posterior parietal lobes, 
host populations of neurons devoted to the numerical processing [2]. Only one study 
investigated the neural basis of numerical cognition in avian species lacking layered cortex, 
but with differently organized pallial structures: in corvids, number-related neurons were 
found in the caudolateral nidopallium (NCL), a high-level association area of the avian 
telencephalon [3]. 

Here we study neuronal correlates of numerical sense in the domestic chick. Twenty animals 
were trained to pay attention to a fixed quantity of objects on a screen and habituated for 
multiple days to this procedure. At test, animals were then divided into two groups: a Number 
group which was presented with a novel and variable quantity of the same items of the 
training phase, and a Control group which was presented with novel items but of the same 
quantity as during familiarization. We quantified the neuronal activation by measuring the 
expression of c-Fos protein in different areas such as hippocampus, septum, visual wulst and 
NCL.  

A significantly higher number of immunoreactive cells was found in the dorso-lateral 
hippocampus in the right hemisphere and in the dorsal septum in the left hemisphere of the 
Number group if compared to the Control group. Dorsolateral hippocampus in birds is 
considered to be homolog to the entorhinal cortex in mammals, which is a part of 
parahippocampus [4]. This is particularly interesting, because in humans parahippocampal 
areas are connected to the intrapariental cortex, which is involved in numerical cognition [5].  
 
1. Spelke E, Feigenson L, Dehaene S. (2004). Core systems of numbers. Trends in 

Cognitive Sciences, 8: No.7 

2. Nieder A, & Dehaene, S. (2009). Representation of number in the brain. Annual review 
of neuroscience, 32: 185-208. 

3. H M Ditz & A Nieder. (2015). Neurons selective to the number of visual items in the 
corvid songbird endbrain. PNAS, 112: 7827–7832. 

4. Herold C, Bingman VP, Stroeckens F, Letzner S, Sauvage M, Palomero-Gallagher N, 
Zilles K, Gunturkun O. (2014). Distribution of neurotransmitter receptors and zinc in the 
pigeon (Columba livia) hippocampal formation: A basis for further comparison with the 
mammalian hippocampus. Journal of Comparative Neurology, 522: 2553-2575. 
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Since the '70s new therapeutic practices have been developed, involving the interaction 
between humans and dolphins - Tursiops truncatus in particular. Such practices are known as 
Dolphin-Assisted Therapies (DAT), a specific case of a more heterogeneous set of 
experiences with cetaceans called Dolphin-Assisted Activities (DAA). These include 
programs of dolphin watching and swimming in high seas, and shows in dolphinariums and 
marine parks. 

Although the promoters of this type of practices highlight the physiological, psychological 
and cognitive benefits on human participants, such putative positive effects have not been 
experimentally validated yet [1]. Studies supporting DAT seriously suffer from theoretical 
and methodological flaws, such as the small sample size, the lack of control on effects of 
exercising in aquatic environment and of control groups, the absence of a randomization of 
participants [2,3]. 

Human-dolphin interactions are characterized by two sets of perceptual and cognitive 
misinterpretations. On one side, humans are neglecting the animal’s psycho-physiological 
dimension [4]. DAT causes suffering on several levels: physical (respiratory, peptic and 
vision diseases, stress-related disorders), behavioral (aberrant, hyper-sexual and stereotyped 
behaviors, unresponsiveness, self-inflicted trauma, excessive aggressiveness) and social 
(alteration of hierarchies, limitations of sexual partners) [4-5]. Even in the open water, 
cetaceans followed by the boats and approached by swimmers are disturbed by noises and 
human inappropriate behaviors [6].  

On the other side, humans have a mislead interpretation of the dolphins’ nature [8]. Several 
behaviours exhibited by dolphins are naively associated with playful and sociable attitudes. 
However, ethological observations have shown that surfing, breaching, leaping are 
behaviours linked to specific physiological (sometimes social) functions that have nothing to 
do with playful patterns. The “smile” on their faces is not a joyful sign, rather an 
anthropomorphic projection of it [7]. 

These types of perceptual and cognitive misinterpretations in the human-animal interaction 
expose non-human species, here represented by vulnerable dolphins, to activities that highly 
impact on animal welfare [4,9]. 

 
1. Fiksdal B.L, Houlihan D., Barnes A.C. (2012). Dolphin-Assisted Therapy: claims versus 

evidence. Autism Research and Treatment: 1-7. 
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Moral choices are the result of an interplay between emotion and cognition [1, 2]: emotions 
usually elicit deontological choices while cognition leads people to make utilitarian choices. 
Accordingly, patients with emotional deficits give more utilitarian responses compared to 
healthy controls [3-7]. Recently, studies have shown that this response pattern is present also 
in individuals with alexithymia [8, 9]. Alexithymia describes a subclinical condition 
characterized by affect dysregulation and it comprises an affective dimension, the level of 
subjective emotional experience, and a cognitive dimension, referring to the cognitive control 
of emotions [10]. The aim of the present study was to investigate the impact of alexithymia 
on “moral decision making”, taking these two dimensions into account. To this end, we 
recruited 22 alexithymic participants and 22 non-alexithymic controls, and asked them to 
perform a moral decision-making task, which consisted in choosing between two solutions of 
a dilemma and in rating the valence of emotions and arousal elicited by the decision [11]. 
While participants performed the task, their skin conductance was measured. No differences 
emerged between alexithymic participants and controls in the percentage of utilitarian 
answers and decision time. However, alexithymic participants rated as significantly less 
unpleasant the emotions associated with the decision. Moreover, valence and arousal ratings 
significantly correlated with the affective component of alexithymia. No significant 
differences in skin conductance between the two groups were observed. In conclusion, 
alexithymia seems to influence emotions rising from the moral decision but not the decision 
itself. In addition, the affective components of alexithymia seems to play an important role in 
the evaluation of the affective reactions to moral decisions.  

 

1. Greene JD, Morelli SA, Lowenberg K, Nystrom LE, & Cohen JD. (2008). Cognitive 
load selectively interferes with utilitarian moral judgment. Cognition, 107: 1144-1154. 

2. Greene J, & Haidt J. (2002). How (and where) does moral judgment work? Trends in 
cognitive sciences, 6: 517-523. 
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(2007). Damage to the prefrontal cortex increases utilitarian moral judgements. Nature, 
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Processing of rhythmical acoustic patterns in the domestic chicks.  
A behavioral exploration 
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The spontaneous tendency to synchronize with a musical beat is a human universal. Recently, 
it has been convincingly observed also in some non-human species [1-4]. However, why 
synchronization ability would be present in animals is still not clear. One possibility is that 
synchronized behavior may have been shaped by evolution because of the predictability of 
rhythmic locomotion sounds [5].  

In humans, organisms’ locomotion is encoded either by listening to the sound of rhythmic 
footsteps [6], or by the visual analysis of rhythmically walking animals described by simple 
point-light displays [7]. Such visual point-light displays are recognized also by non-human 
animals as biologically-relevant stimuli [8]. Hence, raw mechanisms for visual recognition of 
living organisms, available at birth and shared across species [9], could be accompanied 
by universal acoustic building blocks of sounds of moving animals.  

To address this possibility, we presented 50 chicks (Gallus gallus) with rhythmic and a-
rhythmic acoustic patterns of either 120BPM or 80BPM. In a circular semi-dark environment, 
4 symmetrical speakers delivered sequentially, in circular transition, the stimuli. Chicks 
responded to rhythmic and a-rhythmic acoustic patterns in a comparable fashion, by 
following the circular presentation of the 120BPM acoustic patterns but not that of 80BPM. 
This result is in line with chicks’ spontaneous preference for normal rate of maternal clucking 
at about 120-130BPM [10] meaning that faster rhythmic and a-rhythmic patterns are both 
associated with recognition of living organism. 

In a separate condition, chicks placed within the same experimental environment could listen 
to a continuous modulated sound. We observed a total diminution in motor activity. In the 
absence of pauses or accents defining an acoustic structure, chicks do not identify the 
presence of an organism that is worth following. 

 

1. Patel AD, Iversen JR, Bregman MR, Schulz I. (2009). Experimental evidence for 
synchronization to musical beat in a nonhuman animal. Current Biology, 19: 827-830. 
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auditory rhythm in a chimpanzee. Scientific Reports, 3: 1566.  
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Faces provide crucial information about other people age, gender, ethnicity and emotional 
state enabling successful social interaction. Hence, face perception is a very important 
survival skill. Two types of factors can reduce face perception, those concerning stimuli 
characteristics and those related to the observer. Certain stimuli present a challenge for face 
perception, such as faces from different race/gender/age group, faces not well visible, 
partially covered or distorted. Certain people have a cognitive deficit, in its extreme form 
known as prosopagnosia, which reduces recognition based on face perception. 

We tested stimuli factors potentially critical for face perception using Cambridge Memory 
Test for Faces. Our Caucasian participants (45 Psychology students, age 22-24, 18 males) 
observed unknown faces, from three racial samples, either on original or impaired 
photographs. Two factor ANOVA confirmed better performance for own race faces (F1,2 = 
32.37, p < 0.000) and significantly decreased performance for impaired photographs (F1,2 = 
447.89, p<0.0001). As expected, participants were significantly better with unimpaired 
photographs of own-race-faces (interaction: F1,2 = 57.81, p < 0.0001). However, our study 
revealed a group of people underperforming even in these most favorable conditions. 

Therefore, we started scanning for prosopagnosia among students of Psychology. In the Pilot 
study we collected from Internet a large set of photographs of famous people (100) and 
presented them to 30 Psychology students. Only faces that were recognized by more than 
80% of participants were used in the main experiment (i.e. 40 photographs: 20 domestic/20 
international celebrities, 20 males/20 females, 20 profile/20 front, 20 in full color/20 black & 
white). We tested 341 first year students (age 18 to 23, 64 males). Results suggest extremely 
good face recognition in the majority of participants (AS = 32.31). However, we found 3% of 
participants that could recognize less than four faces. This finding is similar to the prevalence 
rate for prosopagnosia as in other countries (2.47%). 

This research was supported by Ministry of Education and Science, Grants No. 179033 and III47020. 
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Extensive research has been conducted to investigate how individuals empathize with other 
humans [1]. However, people are likely to rely on their own emotional state to infer other’s 
emotions, consequently this could lead on to biased judjments (EEB) [2]. Although it has 
been assumed that individuals show empathic reactions towards humans but not towards 
nonliving entities, no experimental research has addressed this issue. The first aim of the 
present research is to shed lights on empathic feelings and EEB toward human and objects. 
The second aim of this research is to investigate whether those processes can be moderated 
by the objectification of humans. Indeed, when women are objectified (i.e., represented by 
their physical appearance over mental states), they are represented as less human [3], and 
processed in an analytic mode like objects [4]. In this study, male and female participants 
took part into the touch paradigm [2]. Specifically, it is based on the simultaneous visuo-
tactile stimulation of the participant and a confederate. This paradigm allows for assessing the 
affective component of empathy and the EEB, as a measure of self-other distinction. 
Depending on the experimental condition, the confederate could be a mannequin (object 
condition) or a female individual. The female confederate could be either dressed in an 
objectified fashion (objectified condition) or in a non-objectified manner (personalized 
condition). 

Results showed that the EEB seems to be a hardwired process not susceptible to modulation. 
On the contrary, higher empathy toward human than non-human has been found. 
Interestingly empathy did not differ between objectified women and mannequins, while it is 
higher when interacting with a personalized woman than with mannequins. Futhermore the 
EEB is not associated to empathy. 

In conclusion the process of objectifying women leads to a cognitive shift from human to 
object-like processing, thus assimilating women to inanimate entities and dampening the 
empathic responses, but not the EEB, that are typically recruited when processing human 
beings. 

 

1. Davis MH. (1980). A multidimensional approach to individual differences in empathy. 
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The phenomenon of inattentional blindness has been known for decades. Once the attention 
has been directed elsewhere, people tend to miss important changes in the environment even 
when they still visually fixate the place where the change occurs. As the previous research 
has focused almost entirely on the visual modality, this study extends the paradigm by pairing 
visual with auditory stimuli. New visual and auditory stimuli were created to investigate the 
phenomenon of inattention in visual (blindness), auditory (deafness) and paired (multimodal) 
modality. The goal of the study was to investigate to what extent paired visual and auditory 
stimuli change the perception. The results show that inattentional blindness and inattentional 
deafness occur in about every third participants where the attention is engaged by a difficult 
(auditory) counting task. Most significantly, the results demonstrate that inattentional 
blindness is significantly reduced when the change has been presented visually and auditory. 
One possible reason for the drastic reduction of inattentional changes in a multimodal context 
is that attention of the various sensory modalities is processed separately. If this assumption 
applies, then we can assume that the capacity of attention multiples in different modalities. 
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Maestro Salvatore Sciarrino [1, 2], an eminent composer (currently the most-performed 
living Italian composer all over the world), proposes the representation of a sound dimension, 
in which the manners of composing – whereby sounds arise, develop and interact with each 
other – create a real environment, a space rich in fascination: a deeply expressive acoustic 
sphere. We cite, for example, Due notturni crudeli: II Furia, metallo, and Studi per 
l’intonazione del mare: two compositions, which seem to be very significant by the titles 
themselves. Our intention is to connect Sciarrino’s innovative position in contemporary 
musicology to a great line of tradition. 

Aristotle [3, 4] had already proposed a classification of the expressive means of animals and 
human beings, by distinguishing between psóphos (‘sound’), phōnḗ (‘voice’) and diálektos 
(‘articulated voice’). In times of language science and scientific studies of the acoustic 
reality, making references to several contemporary theoretical and experimental 
psychologists is very useful. Among these psychologists, there are also some important 
authors (E. Brunswick, L. Kardos, H. Werner, and their teacher K. Bühler, director of the 
École Psychologique de Vienne). From an acoustic point of view, vocal sounds are indeed 
able to present an incredible richness of timbric colours. If every musical instrument has its 
own peculiar timbre (this being produced by the resultant between the fundamental sound and 
its harmonics), the human voice is an even more powerful expressive medium. «To construct 
an artificial device remotely similar to the vox humana it would be necessary to have all the 
richness of an organ manual with its ‘registers’» (K. Bühler, Sprachtheorie [5]). So, for 
example, Sciarrino’s Macbeth shows a paradigmatic use of vocal expressiveness, which the 
composer displays in all its nuances and potentialities (even the most extreme ones), yet 
always establishing an absolute, effective correspondence between music and text. 

The music score, which is a visual representation of musical signs, is the set of staves, on 
which symbols representing note’s pitch and duration are drawn; on which dynamic, 
rhythmic and expressive signs are indicated; whose sequential reading enables us to entirely 
understand the sound architecture the composer has created. In order to represent his music, 
Sciarrino invented a diagrammatic system, which only at a later stage turns into a traditional 
score. These diagrams are a very personal conception invented in order to create a music “of 
sets”, which proceeds by “sound figures”. 

 

1. Sciarrino S. (1998). Le figure della musica da Beethoven ad oggi. Milano: Ricordi. 
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In western countries, where the availability of food is abundant, choosing what to eat 
generates anxiety [1]. Yet, the underlying neural processes implicated in these daily food 
choices are still poorly understood. A spontaneous preference for cooked food compared to 
raw in hominids has been hypothesized based on animal models [2]. Indeed both mice [3] 
and great apes [4] showed preferences towards processed food. In particular, the control of 
fire for cooking food has been relevant for human evolution as transformed food generally 
contains more calories and therefore provides greater energy. In addition, some food can be 
dangerous if eaten raw, and cooking reduces the risk of infections. The present study 
comprises two experiments that aimed at testing the nature of implicit and explicit 
evaluations towards natural and transformed food in young normal-weight individuals. 
Implicit preferences were assessed using the Implicit Association Test (IAT; [5]). This is a 
response latency task providing a measure of strengths of automatic associations between 
target concepts and attributes. The concept dimension was represented by food/utensils and 
the attribute dimension by positive/negative. Participants were then asked to explicitly rate 
the general valence and wanting of the food images of the IAT task. Results of both 
experiments showed how at the implicit level participants had strong positive associations 
towards food items compared to tools. At the explicit level participants prefer natural food 
and foods containing low calories. Gender differences as expected emerged and hunger level 
of participants correlated positively solely with the wanting of transformed food. This study 
sheds light on an unexplored dimension of food categorization in humans to date. 
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In the present study, we aimed at investigating the role of narrative construction in past and 

future thinking by assessing whether hindering this ability may affect the content of retrieved 

past and simulated future events.  We either promoted or hindered narrative construction by 

asking participants to describe or list the content of retrieved past episodes, envisioned future 

episode and visually presented pictures. Results showed that participants took an equivalent 

amount of time to describe and list the content of past events; however, they included 

significantly more details in their descriptions than in their lists. A mirror pattern of results was 

obtained for future events, i.e., participants included the same amount of details in their 

descriptions and in their lists but they took significantly longer to list than to describe the 

content of the events. There were no differences between describing and listing the content of 

visually presented pictures. Overall, these findings suggest that narrative construction supports 

the retrieval and imagination of richly detailed past and future events by providing a framework 

that facilitates online binding of related details that may otherwise be forgotten. 
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Disordered eating (ED) clinical and subclinical conditions have a considerable impact on the 
population. Anticipating vulnerable profiles is crucial thereby in order to prevent the 
development of such pathological conditions [1, 2, 3]. Previous research has consistently 
shown that individual differences in Self-esteem, Impulsiveness, Obsessiveness, 
Ineffectiveness, and Interoceptive Awareness represent significant correlates of eating 
disorders [4]. The present longitudinal study was aimed at exploring distinctive personality 
profiles of non-clinical adolescents with stable risky attitudes towards food, dieting, and their 
body image. EDI-2 and a selected subset of MMPI-A content scales were administered twice, 
with a 7-month interval, to a sample of 142 adolescents. For the present study, we focused on 
the subsample of participants with reliably stable scores on the critical EDI-2 scales of Drive 
for Thinness (DT), Bulimia (Bu), and Body Dissatisfaction (BD) across the two measurement 
occasions, t1 and t2. When average profiles of adolescents with higher (> 85° percentile) vs 
lower (≤ 85° percentile) scores on the three EDI-2 scales at t1 were compared along the EDI-
2 and MMPI-A scales via one-way ANOVA, results indicated that adolescents with higher 
stable levels of DT revealed higher dissatisfaction with their body, higher Obsessiveness and 
depression levels and lower self-esteem levels; adolescents very dissatisfied with their body 
referred high DT scores, but they did not report higher Obsessiveness levels; adolescents with 
higher scores on Bu revealed lower Interoceptive Awareness and higher impulsivity, but did 
not refer higher levels of BD or DT. These differences in profile shapes were observed at t1 
as well as at t2. Consistent with literature [5-10] our findings suggest that distinctive profile 
shapes might help to early identify adolescents who are at risk of developing EDs. 
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Motivational value yields attentional salience in reward-predicting cues. However, the reward 
prediction associated to a cue can be defined by two parameters: reward expectation and reward 
uncertainty. Both parameters depend on the probability that links a certain cue to a reward: 
while expectation increases monotonically as the cue-reward probability increases, reward 
uncertainty is maximal at P = 0.5, and decreases for smaller and larger probabilities. 

The present study addressed whether the attentional salience of reward-predicting cues varies 
as a function of reward probability or reward uncertainty.  

Thirsty participants learned stimulus-reward associations under three different cue-reward 
contingency probabilities (20%, 50%, 80%) by means of an instrumental task. Then, 
participants performed a visual search task where target and distractor letters were presented 
within the previously reward-predicting stimuli. 

Results showed that the advantage in reaction times for targets within the reward-predicting 
stimuli increased with the cue-reward probability. Moreover, when participants were split in 
two groups as a function of the efficacy of the first conditioning phase, the attentional capture 
effect was present in the conditioned group but absent in the non-conditioned group. 

The attentional bias in favor of the highest reward-predicting stimulus during the visual search 
task was obtained despite the fact that in the training phase we did not instruct or reinforce 
participants to actively search for the cue-reward stimuli in between other elements.  
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An increasing number of studies have investigated the cognitive components that contribute 
to the development of mathematical skills. The Approximate Number System (ANS) is a 
non-verbal, primitive, noisy and imprecise cognitive system of magnitude representation for 
making quantitative judgments and decisions. It allows discrimination of large numerosities 
without using counting or numerical symbols. The ANS has been considered one of the 
foundational-specific skills that underlie the development of mathematical abilities. However, 
the relationship between the ANS and mathematical abilities in preschool children is still 
matter of debate as it has been evidenced in some studies but not in others. Therefore, it 
remains controversial whether the ANS serves as a foundation for mathematical abilities. The 
present study investigated the relationship between ANS performance and mathematics in 
110 first grade children. We measured ANS abilities, verbal intelligence and different aspects 
of numerical competence. Correlational analyses indicated that performance in the 
approximate addition ANS task was associated with mathematical abilities, even when age 
and verbal IQ were controlled for. Moreover, it was found that the subgroup of children with 
higher ANS performance showed better mathematical abilities than the subgroup of children 
with lower ANS performance. Longitudinal and training studies are needed to identify the 
direction of the link between ANS and mathematical ability. 
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In the last years, growing attention has been devoted to the study of the role of a Mental Time 
Line (MTL) in supporting the ability to project oneself mentally to a moment in the past or 
future (prospection). However, when and how these complex cognitive abilities emerge and 
then develop in children is still controversial. The present study fits into this scenario, which 
has been scarcely explored, in an attempt to clarify: a) The relationship between the MTL and 
the Mental Number Line (MNL) in children aged 4 to 7; b) The orientation of the MTL in 
children who have not yet acquired the skills of reading and writing; and c) The relationship 
between MTL and future-oriented thoughts (prospection). Twenty children aged 4 to 5 years 
and 20 children aged 6 to 7 years were administered four tasks: A number to position task, a 
time to position task, a MTL task and a prospection task. Results showed that the MTL is 
related with spatial skills (MNL), that the MTL orientation appears to be bound and 
conditioned by the skills of reading and writing, and that as performance in the MTL and in 
the MNL improves, so does performance in the prospection task. We, therefore, suggest that 
children’s prospection skills are rooted in the development of a MTL and a MNL. 
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The present study is focused on the ability to monitor the environment over time to detect the 
occurrence of targets. Previous literature points to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
(DLPFC), and more generally to a fronto-parietal network, as crucial areas for its 
implementation. Our aim was to demonstrate that the neural activation related to this function 
is independent of the nature of the specific material being processed. To this end, a 
monitoring task was designed using stimuli belonging to two domains, known to activate 
different and lateralized brain areas. Specifically, face and object processing mainly rely on 
right temporal-occipital areas and on a left-lateralized fronto-parietal network, respectively.  

Eighteen healthy participants completed our study. EEG and fMRI data were simultaneously 
recorded in a 3T-scanner. The fMRI and EEG data were separately analyzed to highlight the 
domain-independent brain activations attributable to tonic and phasic components of the 
monitoring process, respectively. Moreover, a parametric modulation of the BOLD signal, 
using ERPs as regressors, was performed to specify the neural substrate of the phasic 
component. 

An fMRI conjunction analysis showed overlapping fronto-parietal activations for monitoring 
in the two domains. Consistently, ERPs showed a modulation of the potentials associated 
with monitoring over frontal and parietal electrodes already in the 370-470 ms time window. 
An EEG-fMRI integrative analysis revealed the involvement of specific clusters within the 
aforementioned fronto-parietal network, which likely reflect the phasic component of 
monitoring. 

Therefore, monitoring the environment over time to detect target stimuli relies on a fronto-
parietal network, independently of the specific task context. 
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Italian children with developmental dysgraphia have difficulties in orthographic processing 
due to overreliance on sublexical writing vs. lexical writing. We assessed whether writing 
errors of these children might be reduced by visual-lexical stimulation. The training program 
involved written naming of object pictures with decreasing facilitations. These exercises were 
self-administered by means of home computer. Six children, eight to eleven years old, 
diagnosed with developmental dysorthography, received a treatment program lasting on 
average 24 sessions in two months. At the post-therapy evaluation, significant improvement 
was observed on treated words and learning generalised to untreated words and to untreated 
writing tasks. The improvement was consistent with the use of visuo-lexical strategies and 
therapy effects were maintained at follow-up assessment six months after treatment. The 
results of this pilot study indicate that a lexical approach is useful in the treatment of 
developmental writing deficits in a transparent orthography as Italian. 
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Human and nonhuman animal brains are able to adapt rapidly and continually to the 
surrounding environment, also by becoming increasingly sensitive to important and 
frequently encountered stimuli. This process - known as perceptual learning (PL) - is 
considered a manifestation of neural plasticity [1]. In the visual domain, PL can lead to 
permanently improved performance in the adult neural system [2]. Focused attention, 
awareness, and task-relevance were thought to be necessary for PL [3,4]: e.g., the ability of 
participants to discriminate line orientation does not improve when participants attend to the 
brightness rather than orientation of the line [3]. In other words, a Feature of the Stimulus 
(FoS) on which participants perform a task is learned, while a task-irrelevant FoS is not 
learned. This view has been challenged by the discovery of task-irrelevant PL: Watanabe et 
al. showed that PL can occur for unattended, subthreshold, and task-irrelevant stimuli [5,6]. 
However, in the latter studies the relevant stimulus features were unconscious whereas this 
was not the case in the former studies. Potentially, task-irrelevant PL needs subthreshold 
stimuli [7,8]. Here, we tried to reconcile this question. Our experiment lasted 8 days and it 
was divided into 3 main stages: pre-test (day 1), training (from day 2 to day 7) and post-test 
(day 8). During pre- and post-test participants performed a 3-dot Vernier task (i.e., judging 
whether the middle dot is offset to the left or to the right of the imaginary vertical line that 
connects the outer dots) and a 3-dot bisection task (i.e. judging whether the middle dot is 
closer to the upper or to the lower dot). During training participants performed a luminance 
discrimination task on the same 3-dot stimulus. The task-irrelevant FoS manipulated during 
training was the position of the middle dot, which could be left/right offset of an amount 
below participants’ discrimination threshold measured during pre-test (Experimental Group), 
or aligned with the outer dots (Control Group). This type of training was designed under the 
assumption that: (1) the prolonged exposure to the subthreshold left/right offset 
(Experimental Group) might improve performance in the 3-dot Vernier task and not in the 3-
dot bisection task; (2) the exposure to no offset (Control Group) might have no effect on 
performance improvement in both tasks, because no offset is presented during training. In the 
Experimental Group, the results have shown a performance improvement in the 3-dot Vernier 
task (performance improvement between pre- and post-test - paired one sample tTest: p = 
0.001), but not in the 3-dot bisection task (paired one sample tTest: p = 0.192). In the Control 
Group, the discrimination threshold did not change between pre- and post-test in the 3-dot 
Vernier task (paired one sample tTest: p = 0.984). Unexpectedly, we found in the control 
group a performance improvement in the 3-dot bisection task (paired one sample tTest: p = 
0.024), despite no up/down offset was presented during the training stage. One way to 
explain this result is to hypothesize that other factors might have produced an “illusory 
up/down offset”, like the difference in luminance between the dots during the training stage. 
The difference in luminance between the 3 dots might have produced a condition in which 
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the middle dot was grouped with the upper or the lower dot, and therefore perceived closer to 
one of the outer dots. However, when we tested this hypothesis in a second experiment (i.e., 
we tested participants in a zero offset bisection task using a 3-dot stimulus with luminance 
differences), the pattern of data was congruent with an equidistant perceived position of the 
middle dot from the outer dots. Further research is needed, but our preliminary results suggest 
that PL can occur as a result of mere exposure to a subthreshold and task-irrelevant FoS. The 
present findings add new evidence in support of task-irrelevant PL, which seems to occur not 
only when two different stimuli are used during test and training as in [5], but also when the 
same stimulus is used in both stages. 
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The current study is part of a LIFE+ Environment Policy and Governance research project 
(GIOCONDA), which aims at involving the youth in the construction of effective evidence-
informed policies on environment and health. One of its major priorities is to understand 
young people’s perception of risk associated to environmental pollutants and how it is 
affected by demographic variables and by perceived pollution. In order to achieve this 
purpose, a population-based questionnaire study was conducted on a sample of 500 Italian 
students, aged 9-16 years, from four Italian areas identified by different environmental 
conditions (high or low pollution). The questionnaire on risk perception comprised 11 rating 
scales, modeled on the psychometric paradigm, assessing several important qualitative 
characteristics of the risks associated with environmental pollutants (e.g., knowledge of 
consequences, severity of consequences). Two further questions were also included, 
assessing perceived pollution and concern about pollution at school.  
Factorial analyses revealed two principal components, labeled risk perception and risk 
acceptance.  
Results showed that the risk perception scale significantly correlates with the two questions 
about air pollution at school. Younger students presented lower scores on the risk perception 
scale than older students, probably because their “ecological consciousness” is not fully 
developed yet. Finally, participants from the city of Taranto (notorious for a steel refinery) 
showed higher scores than participants from other cities (Ravenna, Arno, and Naples). 
These findings highlight distinct patterns of risk perception depending of age and place of 
living. Their implication for theories of risk perception will be discussed. 
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The present study assessed to what extent having premotor neglect (PMN) increases the 
chances of patients to benefit from prism adaptation therapy (PA). Furthermore, with the aim 
of elucidating the neuroanatomical correlates of PMN, still unclear to date, the lesion patterns 
of patients displaying premotor deficits (PMD) were compared to those without them. 

Eight neglect patients underwent a four session protocol, including two sessions of 
neuropsychological assessment each followed or preceded by PA therapy, and two follow-up 
sessions consisting of assessment only. PMN was evaluated with a modified landmark task 
designed to explore the presence of perceptual and intentional motor biases, by asking the 
patients to either bisect lines (i.e. manual condition) or verbally judge whether similar lines 
had been correctly bisected (i.e. verbal condition).  After comparing patient’s performance on 
both conditions, two groups were defined (i.e. patients with predominant perceptual 
symptoms vs. patients with accompanying PMD). Linear regression analyses were conducted 
to test for influences of PMN on the performance on the different assessment tasks. Those 
tasks that showed to be significantly predicted by PMD were selected as dependent variables 
to follow the effects of PA across sessions (i.e. line bisection, star cancellation, letter 
cancellation, and straight-ahead pointing tasks). A mixed design ANOVA revealed a 
significant interaction between session and patient group. This interaction was given by a 
significant performance improvement in the fourth session compared to the first one, for the 
group of patients with PMD, F(3, 18) = 4.45, p < .05.  As to the neuroanatomical basis of 
PMN, the right caudate nucleus and the putamen were found to be significantly related to the 
presence of PMN. 

Our findings provide evidence for the involvement of subcortical regions in PMN. 
Furthermore, they suggest that neglect patients with PMD profit more from PA than patients 
without them.  
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Alterations of processing of tactile stimuli induced by multisensory stimulation suggest a 
high degree of neuroplasticity in the primary somatosensory cortex (SI) [1]. These alterations 
have been shown to depend on the way in which we represent our body depending on 
passively sensed and explicitly experienced visuo-tactile contingencies. Tactile sensitivity is 
enhanced when: (a) the stimulated skin region is explicitly viewed during passive touch [2-5]; 
(b) an explicitly magnified forearm is passively observed through a magnifying lens [6, 7, 3]; 
and (c) the arm is physically extended via a mechanical grabber [8]. Tactile resolution can 
also be altered through intra-modal contingencies: e.g., by vibrating the biceps tendon that 
induces the perception of an elongated body portion [9]. However, in natural conditions, 
inter- and intra-modal contingencies do not manifest themselves in a passive and explicit 
way. Instead, they occur implicitly, through the active interaction with the environment (e.g., 
body growth). Importantly, [10] demonstrated that visuomotor contingencies based on these 
ecological properties (i.e., actively determined; implicitly experienced) quickly impact our 
representation of the body that, in turn, affects tactile sensitivity; two point tactile 
discrimination (2PTD) was improved by a brief visuomotor adaptation in which participants 
executed reaching movements with the visual feedback of their reaching finger displaced 
farther in depth, as if they had a longer arm. Our EEG study provides the first evidence 
concerning the neural basis of this phenomenon. We recorded brain activity in SI, elicited by 
the electrical stimulation of the right forearm during a 2PTD task (the two point distance 
selected according to the individual threshold) after visuomotor adaptation sessions used by 
[10]. These sessions included normal reaches (visual feedback coincident with the actual 
position of the finger) and extended reaches (visual feedback 150 mm further away from the 
actual finger position). A reliable increase in brain activity was observed after the visuomotor 
adaptation with extended but not normal reaches (as signalled by the voltage amplitudes of 
ERPs' components gained by the two-point vs. one-point tactile stimulation). This brain 
activity modulation was first observed at mid-latency (N140) and consolidated at later stages 
of somatosensory information processing (LPC-1, P300).  

Visuomotor adaptation changes body representation and preset the tactile circuits involved in 
the 2TPD task, via top-down links from multisensory areas (in the Posterior Parietal Cortex) 
into the somatosensory cortex. 
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Event-related potentials components (ERPs) have been widely used, in research settings and 
as a clinical diagnostic tool as well, to identify aspects of brain functioning in children with 
attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Several studies have addressed the issue of 
test-retest reliability of ERPs on neurotypical population. In order to ensure the efficiency of 
ERP technique in disease identification and longitudinal studies, where personalized treatment 
procedures are investigated, the test-retest reliability of the affected population needs also to 
be explored. In this line, the present study examines the assessment of short-term test-retest 
reliability of a number of ERP correlates relevant to ADHD, through the Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC). More specifically, ERPs from 22 young children with ADHD are recorded 
by a 21-channel EEG during a cued visual Go/NoGo paradigm. The exact measurement is 
repeated with 30 minutes time interval in between each session. The retest reliability 
assessment concerns the early sensory components P1, N1 at occipital electrode and later 
cognitive ERP components namely, N2 (NoGo condition) and P3 (P3 Go, P3 NoGo 
conditions). Furthermore, the reliability of independent components (ICs) decomposed from 
the abovementioned ERPs, i.e., IC P3 Go, IC P3 NoGo early, IC P3 NoGo late, with a parietal, 
a central and a fronto-central distribution respectively, are examined. Amplitudes and latencies 
are calculated by the 'peak amplitude' method. Concerning the amplitudes, the reliability results 
lie mostly within the 'good' and 'excellent' range, while ICC for latencies was lower varying 
from 'poor' to 'good' results. Crucially, the ICs, which are associated with distinct functionally 
independent processes of the executive attention system, have shown a comparable test-retest 
reliability with the raw ERPs. 
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A neuronal activity marker c-fos reveals higher activity in septum of chicks  
exposed to animacy motion cues 
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The septal nuclei are an evolutionarily well-conserved part of the limbic system, present in all 
vertebrate groups. Functionally the septum is known to be involved in many important aspects 
of social behaviour and is usually considered as a key node of the social behaviour network. 
The detection of animate creatures is fundamental for survival and social interaction in animal 
species. Simple shapes moving in a self-propelled fashion (implying the presence of an internal 
energy source to the moving object), are spontaneously perceived as animated and engage 
attention since infancy. Autonomous changes in speed are one of the cues associated with 
animacy perception. In a previous study, we were able to demonstrate that newly hatched 
visually naïve chicks prefer a simple object that changes its speed (accelerating and 
decelerating) to an identical object that moves at constant speed, suggesting that these 
mechanisms are predisposed and active at birth. No studies so far have investigated septal 
involvement in the detection of animacy. To study the neuronal basis of this phenomenon, we 
exposed two groups of visually naïve chicks to either one of the two stimuli and visualized 
brain activity by an immunohistochemical staining of the immediate early gene product c-Fos. 
Preliminary results suggest a differential involvement of the right septum between the two 
groups. Notably, lateral septum showed higher activation in subjects exposed to speed changes 
rather than to constant motion, implying the involvement of this higher order social brain area 
in processing of elementary visual cues to animacy. We also measured activity in the 
intermediate medial mesopallium (IMM, an area involved in filial imprinting in chicks). 
However, IMM did not show any difference between the two groups, suggesting that the type 
of the motion does not affect activity in this area and that the difference found in septum is 
region specific. 
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Psychometric instruments designed to assess work-related stress at the organizational level, 
such as the HSE-MS Indicator Tool, are usually very effective at identifying the domains of 
work design that, if not properly managed, can expose workers to high stress risk. These 
instruments, however, usually lack a measure of workers’ perception of stress at work, which 
could be useful for identifying the organizational dimensions more associated with work-
related stress. 

The aim of the present study was to investigate the psychometric properties of a new short 
scale for assessing workers’ perception of stress at work, which could be used along with 
organizational level questionnaires. The perceived stress-at-work scale is composed of 4 
items assessing perception of job strain, pressure and agitation, and health concerns due to 
work. 

A sample of public sector employees (N = 883) received a booklet containing the ERI-Q 
(long version, [1]), the HSE-MS Indicator Tool (Italian version, [2,3]), the Satisfaction with 
Life Scale [4] and the new 4-item perceived stress-at-work scale. 

Results showed good reliability of the perceived stress-at-work scale (Cronbach’s alpha = 
.80) and strong correlations with two concurrent measures, the ERI-Q imbalance score (r = 
.63, p < .001) and the ERI-Q overcommitment scale (r = .52, p < .001). 

Next, structural equation modeling was used to investigate the relationships among 
organizational risk factors, measured by the HSE-MS Indicator Tool, perceived stress at 
work, and workers’ life satisfaction. Three organizational dimensions, namely demand, 
relationships, and role, resulted to be significantly associated with perceived stress at work, 
explaining about 45% of its variance. Moreover, the effect organizational risk factors on 
workers’ life satisfaction turned out to be mediated by workers’ perception of stress at work. 

The new perceived stress-at-work scale resulted to be a valid and reliable instrument, 
displaying good internal consistency and strong correlations with other individual-level 
measures of work strain. Furthermore, the scale could be used to highlight the critical 
intervention targets for risk stress management strategies, when applied along with an 
organizational level questionnaire such as the HSE-MS Indicator Tool. 

1. Siegrist J, Starke D, Chandola T, Godin I, Marmot M, Niedhammer I, & Peter R. (2004). 
The measurement of effort–reward imbalance at work: European comparisons. Social 
Science & Medicine, 58:1483-1499. 

2. Marcatto F, D’Errico G, Di Blas L, & Ferrante D. (2011). La valutazione dello stress 
lavoro correlato: Adattamento italiano dell’HSE Management Standards Work-Related 
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Freezing of Gait (FoG) is one of the most debilitating symptom of patients with Parkinson 
Disease (PwP) as it could leads to fall and loss of independence. It is common in Parkinson’s 
disease but, interestingly, it doesn’t occur in all patients [1], suggesting that PwP with FoG are 
a subpopulation of PwP [2]. Known triggers for FoG include, aside to normal gait, challenging 
events that require precise regulation of complex motor sequences to control step length and 
gait timing, such as step initiation and raise to walk. Motor and cognitive models have been 
proposed to explain the potential mechanisms behind the episodic nature of FoG [3]. FoG is 
typically considered a motor deficit. However, recent researches suggest that declining 
cognitive/executive functions, in set-shifting and inhibition, may also contribute to FoG [4, 5]. 
Somewhat related, individuals with Parkinson’s disease who exhibit FoG have difficulty 
shifting their attention when performing online modification of a complex motor sequence [6]. 

Recent research show that FoG may be influenced by the difficulty of a voluntary switch within 
a task such as stepping [5, 7]. Moreover, augmented cognitive load (with an additional 
attentional focus) has a detrimental effects on gait in PwP with FoG [5, 8]. Therefore, it is 
important to ask whether motor-sequence planning is associated with FoG. FoG may be studied 
by finding those peculiar features of motor behavior which differentiate patients with and 
without FoG. 

We evaluated the motor behavior in simple and complex gait movements with three groups of 
participants: PwP with and without FoG in ON state condition, and participants without 
neurologic and gait disorders. All participants were required to walk, to begin to walk (Step 
Initiation), and raise from a chair for walking (Sit-to-Walk). These tasks were performed by 
themselves or with a concomitant cognitive task in order to study attentional shifting. Aim of 
the study was to establish whether a subgroup of patients of Parkinson’s Disease and FoG, 
beyond freezing episodes, also show peculiar gait parameters. Such information, in fat, could 
be used, together with self reports, as a marker for phenotyping PwP with FoG. 

Analysis of variance helped to identify task-specific kinematic and kinetic variables which 
differentiate among the three groups. Classification accuracy of such variables was obtained 
by training a Linear Discriminant Analysis – LDA algorithm on reduced sub-samples, and by 
testing it on the left out subjects. Accuracy pattern was extracted for all the possible 
training/testing subject combinations. 

LDA results show that the three task can differentiate, with a reliable accuracy, among the three 
groups, both when considering gait only information and when considering gait and cognitive 
performance information. This is the first study showing that PwP with FoG exhibit changes 
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in the Sit-to-Walk task parameters compared to PwP without FoG and to healthy participants. 
Additional cognitive load improves the accuracy in the classification among groups, when 
considering the accuracy of the walking task [8], but not in Step Initiation and in Sit-to-Walk 
tasks [9]. 
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The incentive sensitization theory of addiction claims that repetitive drug consumption 
sensitized the mesocorticolymbic system that is responsible for attributing the incentive 
salience to the drug. During the sensitization the drug and drug-related stimuli become more 
attention grabbing for the addicted person, increasing the probability to seek and take the 
drug (Robinson and Berridge, 2001). In the present work we tried to identify the automatic 
processes that underlie this attentional bias toward the drug and drug-related stimuli in the 
case of alcohol addiction. In particular, we suggest that two factors could predict the 
attentional bias toward the alcohol-related stimuli. The first factor is the self-relevance of the 
alcohol (drug ‘wanting’), namely the automatic association between the concept of self and 
the alcohol. The second factor is the evaluation of the alcohol and alcohol-related stimuli 
(drug ‘liking’), that is the automatic association between the alcohol and positive or negative 
valence. Both predictors were assessed with the implicit association task. The attentional bias 
toward alcohol-related stimuli was assessed with the visual dot probe task. Three studies 
were conducted with similar procedure but with different groups of participants. Study 1: 
individuals that had a clinical condition of alcohol addiction in the past but were in 
abstinence at the time; Study 2: a group of university students that were moderated drinkers; 
Study 3: a group of alcohol dependent individuals at the beginning of their treatment. Meta-
analyses showed that only the self-relevance of the alcohol (‘wanting’) predicted the 
attentional bias toward the alcohol-related stimuli (effect size = .66, p =.01), but not the 
evaluation of the alcohol stimuli (effect size =.3, p = .26). This result is in line with the 
incentive sensitization theory of addiction that indicates the ‘wanting’, but not the ‘liking’, as 
a key feature of the process of addiction. 
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Visual scenes contain multiple illumination levels and objects in those scenes usually extend 
through more than one illumination level. When judging the color of these objects we usually 
provide a single match for the color of a whole object. Zdravković et al [1] showed that this 
object match is determined by two rules: object color is a compromise between the match for 
the part in the field of highest illumination (according to the first rule), and the match for the 
part in the largest area of illumination (according to the second rule). Zdravković [2] further 
tested this in temporal domain and confirmed the first rule: the color of a mobile target 
moving through illumination levels is equal to its match in the higher illumination. The 
second rule was not tested, but it was proposed that the color would vary with the amount of 
time the target spent in each illumination. 

Aim of this study was to test the two temporal domain rules in a single experiment by varying 
the time spent in each illumination. The same participants took part in 5 experimental 
conditions providing lightness matches for targets of 5 different reflectance values, in some 
condition perceptual matches and in some conditions matches for the target that just 
disappeared behind the occluder. 

The first rule was confirmed in the situation when the target spent a larger amount of time in 
higher illumination (F2,22 = 4.629, p = 0.021); object matches were determined by the 
appearance in the higher illumination. However, the same result was obtained even when the 
target spent more time in the lower illumination (F2,22 = 5.768, p = 0.010). Finally, when the 
target spent equal time in both illumination levels, its color did not correspond to the matches 
from the higher illumination. In comparison to previous findings [2] we obtained the same 
results for the reflectance range previously used, but not for the full reflectance range used in 
present study.  

Acknowledgment: This research was supported by Ministry of Education and Science, Grants No. 179033 and 
III47020. 
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In Italy, the number of sexual harassments against women is steadily increasing (ISTAT 
2007, 2010 [1]). Moreover, Italy is one of the countries with the lowest levels of gender 
equality among EU countries [2]. This evidence is also reflected in the Italian media, as 
women more than men are portrayed in a objectified fashion (i.e., focus on physical 
appearance; [3]). The present research investigates, in a sample of Italian students, whether 
Google-retrieved images of women and men differ in terms of objectification, with women’s 
images more objectified than men’s (i.e., objectification gap). Moreover, considering that 
Google outputs are shaped by previous users' search behavior, we analyzed whether the 
users’ levels of sexism was associated with the objectification gap. Participants rated the 
Ambivalent Sexism Inventory (i.e., hostile and benevolent; [4]) and then downloaded from 
Google Images the first twenty pictures of women and of men that appeared on their 
computer screen. The downloaded pictures were judged by two external raters along 
objectification-related dimensions (i.e., attractiveness, sexiness). Results showed that female 
pictures were judged as more objectified than male pictures. Correlational analysis showed 
that the higher the level of participants’ hostile and benevolent sexism, the higher the level of 
objectification gap in the downloaded images. These results suggest the possibility that new 
media can play a role in boosting the objectification of women via selective filtering and 
personalization mechanisms [5]. 
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Non-suicidal self-injury (NSSI) is the deliberate, self-inflicted destruction of body tissue 
without suicidal intent. Despite increasing attention to NSSI in research and clinical fields, a 
lot of unanswered questions still exist. In fact, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 
Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) recognized NSSI for the first time as a condition, 
but it also stated that further studies are required for future official adoption. For example, the 
etiology and the underlying mechanisms of NSSI have yet to be clarified, and evidence-based 
clinical interventions that directly target this maladaptive behavior are needed [1]. 

In order to address these issues, we have started the “Non-suicidal self-injury: web portal, e-
learning and research to generate effective treatments” project. This project, funded by the 
National Board of Italian Psychologists, is aimed at enhancing our understanding of NSSI 
and at promoting the development of better treatments, through the creation of a network of 
Italian and international researchers and clinicians working on this topic. This aim will be 
facilitated by the creation of a web portal where researchers and clinicians can share their 
ideas, and receive e-learning courses on NSSI. We choose a multimedia online training 
because it is an effective, easily accessible, and affordable training method in disseminating 
additional knowledge to community mental health providers (for example, see 2). Moreover, 
a section of the web portal will be dedicated to inform about the NSSI parents, teachers, and 
other professional figures working with adolescents, as a way to sensitize them to this 
condition and to inform them about the best available therapies. 

We believe that enhancing research on NSSI and, at the same time, building a specific 
training for Italian clinicians, will contribute to improve the development of effective 
treatments of NSSI in Italy. 
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The illusions of numerosity can be generally classified as: illusions in which the wrong 
appreciation of numerosity is connected to errors related to others dimensions of the percept, 
and illusion in which the wrong appreciation of numerosity does not accompany any 
remarkable perceptual distortion. The last category of illusions usually deals with elements 
arranged in two patterns and the number of the elements of a pattern is overestimated in 
comparison to that of the other pattern, even if the elements are in direct correspondence one-
to-one from a pattern to the other. Some examples are the illusions of Ponzo, Pegrassi, and 
the solitaire illusion of Frith and Frith [1]. In this work we demonstrated an auditory version 
of the solitaire illusion due to the arrangement of pitch frequencies of the sounds. Participants 
were asked to judge if they perceived more drum or piano timbre sounds. When half of the 
piano tones were perceived as lower than a drum sound and the other half higher, piano tones 
appeared to be arranged in small clusters, leading to numerosity underestimation. Conversely, 
when piano tones were perceived to be all higher than the drum sounds, they appeared to be 
arranged in a larger cluster, leading to numerosity overestimation. Similarly to the visual 
version of the solitaire illusion, the clustering seems to be determined by Gestalt principles. 
In our auditory version, a clear reversion of the illusion was observed in the large/small 
cluster conditions. Our results suggest that at the basis of such illusion must act a mechanism 
like the Mächtigkaeitseindruck (impression of power), proposed one century ago by 
Liebenberg [2]. The impression of power is a physiognomic (tertiary) property of the percept 
that is immediately caught by the observer, before any attempt to give a determination of the 
exact number of the elements. 
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Research on the effects of sleep deprivation on attention has repeatedly shown a consistently 
negative impact. Based on the hypothesis that attention system is divided into three functional 
components, alerting, orienting and executive control, recent studies have investigated whether 
the attentional deficit observed after sleep loss could be due to a global or a selective 
impairment. These studies have produced inconsistent evidence indicating either a negative or 
a null impact of sleep loss on the attentional networks. The orienting [1] and the executive 
control network [2,1] were impaired following sleep deprivation, but not the alerting network. 
The aim of the present study is to highlight the effects of sleep deprivation on the efficiency of 
the attentional components. Forty-four healthy young adults were selected to perform the 
Attentional Network Test – Revised (ANT-R)[3,4] an experimental task that provides measures 
of the three components efficiency, at 9 a.m. following two sleep conditions: Baseline (a 
normal night of sleep) and Deprivation (24 hrs of wakefulness). Results showed an overall 
slowing down in reaction times after sleep deprivation. Executive control and orienting 
components significantly decreased after sleep loss (18.18 and -16.56 msec respectively), but 
alerting efficacy showed no differences in the two sleep conditions (8.58 msec). Results are 
consistent with the hypothesis that sleep deprivation selectively affects the three attentional 
components. However, further investigations are required to clarify the inconsistency between 
studies regarding the orienting network. 
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Spatial updating allows people to keep track of the self-to-object relations during movement. 
It has been suggested that spatial updating is enhanced by the link between allocentric and 
sensorimotor representations. Previous studies demonstrated that physical movement 
enhanced this link in remote environments – that is, real environments not perceptually 
accessible in a given moment, but only remembered – but not in described environments – 
that is, linguistically described environments never experienced before. However, previous 
studies considered rotation as physical movement, without examining other movements, such 
as walking. We investigated how walking affects spatial updating within described 
environments. Participants were asked to listen to a narrative describing an environment with 
eight objects inside; at the end of the description, the protagonist was described as turning 
90° to the right or to the left (protagonist reorientation). According to the conditions, 
participants had to imagine the rotation, to physically rotate or to walk, imitating the 
protagonist’s movement. Then, they performed a judgement of relative directions task, 
requiring to point to an object from an imagined perspective (“imagine facing X, point to 
Y”), where X and Y were objects described in the narrative. We manipulated both the Action 
required to participants (Imagine the rotation, rotate, walk conditions) and the Perspective 
(learning, testing and opposite-to-testing conditions) that is, the perspective that participants 
had to mentally adopt during the JRD trials. Spatial updating was evaluated in terms of 
accuracy and response times in different perspectives, and calculating the encoding and 
sensorimotor alignment effects. The encoding alignment effect refers to the ease of reasoning 
from a perspective that is aligned with the perspective from which the environment is 
encoded – that is, the learning perspective; the sensorimotor alignment effect instead refers to 
the ease of reasoning from a perspective that is aligned with the actual observer’s perspective 
– that is, the testing perspective. We hypothesized a higher contribution of walking on spatial 
updating compared to both rotation and imagination of rotation. Moreover, we expected a 
flattening of the gap between encoding and sensorimotor alignment effects in walking 
condition. Results confirmed our hypotheses. Regarding response times, we found that in 
imagination of rotation and physical rotation conditions the encoding alignment effect was 
higher than the sensorimotor alignment effect, while in the walking condition this gap 
disappeared. Moreover, differently from the other conditions, in the walk condition the gap 
between performance observed in learning and testing conditions was eliminated. We 
interpreted these outcomes in terms of enhanced link between allocentric and sensorimotor 
representations, due to the multisensory pattern of information acquired by walking. 
Moreover, from methodological point of view, our study indicates that it is imprecise to refer 
to physical movement when considering only rotation, since we demonstrated that walking 
and rotation provide different information, which in turn determines different impacts on 
spatial updating. 
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Both numerical and non-numerical magnitudes showed to produce reliable spatial association 
effects (i.e., the SNARC effect), with small/large magnitudes associated with left/right side 
responses, respectively. Indeed, Ren, Nicholls, Ma, Chen [1] showed that the physical size of 
a series of disks with different diameters produces the same spatial response correspondence 
effect of numerical magnitudes [2]. In the current study, we decided to investigate whether 
the illusory size of optical illusions can produce a similar effect. To do so, we run two 
separate experiments by using two different optical illusions: the Delboeuf illusion 
(Experiment 1) and the Kanizsa triangle illusion (Experiment 2). In Experiment 1, 
participants had to compare the relative size of two physically identical circles surrounded by 
two anuli with different diameters. In the illusion, the circle surrounded by the anulus with 
the larger diameter appeared smaller, and vice versa. Both stimuli were presented 
simultaneously, one on the left and one on the right side of the screen, and participants had to 
respond by pressing one of two response keys (left/right) in correspondence of the circle that 
appeared smaller/larger, respectively. In Experiment 2, we created a series of illusory 
triangles and control figures with different surface sizes by manipulating the distance 
between the inducers. Participants had to respond, by using two response keys (left/right), 
whether the inducers configuration had a vertex pointing upward or downward. In both the 
experiments, no evidence was provided that the illusory size of optical illusions can produce 
spatial correspondence effects similar to the SNARC effect. Conversely, the physical 
dimensions of the inducers (i.e., size and distance) showed to be spatially associated to 
left/right responses. 

 

1. Ren P, Nicholls MER, Ma YY, Chen L. (2011). Size matters: non-numerical magnitude 
affects the spatial coding of response. PLoS ONE 6 (8), e23553. 

2. Dehaene S, Bossini S, Giraux P. (1993). The mental representation of parity and number 
magnitude. Journal of Experimental Psychology: General, 122:371–396. 
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In a recent work [1] we showed that an evolved simulated agent with a simple feed-forward 
neural network controller is capable of solving a size discrimination task involving size 
constancy abilities. The simulated agent develops a sensorimotor strategy able to exploit the 
dynamical interaction of the agent with its environment to produce a functional behavior. This 
result is consistent with the idea that action and perception are tightly connected. Indeed, starting 
from the early 1990s, there has been a growing interest in the relation between action and 
perception for example in Ballard [2]; Thompson [3, 4]; Kelso [5]; Clark [6, 7]; Jarvilehto [8, 9]; 
O’Regan and Noe [10]; Noe [11]. Some empirical studies that have compared actively moving 
observers with immobile observers have revealed that extra-retinal information contributes to the 
former’s precise perception of absolute distances [12, 13], or to their removal of ambiguities in 
the extraction of a 3D surface from optic flows [14, 15, 16]. 

I am carrying out some experiments (currently underway) to investigate the contribution of 
extra-retinal information when humans perform a size constancy task similar to the one used in 
the artificial life experiment mentioned above [1]. My hypothesis is that in this experimental 
condition, size constancy is achieved by finding constant relations between visual and extra-
retinal information through the dynamical interaction of the subjects with the virtual simulated 
environment. In the experiment proposed here we compare the performance of subjects that 
observe stimuli synchronized with their hand movements with subjects that passively see moving 
stimuli. I expect the actively moving subjects to have a better performance. I present results from 
a pilot study mainly aimed at testing the feasibility of the experiment and gathering useful 
feedbacks to calibrate the visuo-motor apparatus. Two independent groups of subjects were 
tested respectively on a random selection task (M = 2.50, SD = 2.62) and on a size 
discrimination task (M = 4.00, SD = 3.11). The difference in the mean score of the two groups 
(t14= 0.08 , p= 0.05) seems to suggest that some kind of size constancy mechanism occurred. We 
expect the full experiment to give better results in this respect due to the wider samples that will 
be employed. In particular we expect the active vision group to perform better than the passive 
vision group because of the possibility to freely interact with the simulated environment and 
actively exploit extra-retinal information coming from the gradient expansion and the parallax 
movement. 

1. Schembri M, Belardinelli M. (2015) Evolved Simulated Agents Exhibit Size Constancy 
Abilities in Solving an Online Size Discrimination Task. Proc. Of the EuroAsianPacific 
Joint Conference on Cognitive Science, Turin, Italy, 22-23 September, 2015. 
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In recent years, there is a growing interest towards the role of auditory information in sport. 
The majority of studies in this area focused on the use of sounds deriving from well-executed 
sport gestures/movements as a mean to improve sport performances, highlighting that such 
interventions can be even more effective than those based on visual information [1]. On the 
other hand, there are just a few studies that focused on athletes’ response to sounds that do 
not derive from the self, but that can influence their performances to a significant degree as 
well [2]. 

The present study fits the latter perspective, as its aim is to compare the role of visual and 
auditory information in the discrimination of the speed of penalty kicks. To this purpose, 13 
amateur soccer players were asked to discriminate the speed of a soccer ball kicked by 
another player, according to a two alternative forced choice paradigm. The task was carried 
out in three conditions: Audio-video, Audio, and Video. Depending on the condition, the 
stimuli consisted of audio and/or video recordings of penalty kicks from the goalkeeper's 
perspective; the stimuli were temporally occluded at the moment of foot-ball contact, so that 
in all the conditions, the information available to the participants concerned the run-up of the 
penalty taker and the impact between his foot and the ball. Participants were instructed to 
watch and/or listen to two stimuli presented in a rapid sequence in order to discriminate 
whether the second shot was faster or slower than the first one, by pressing one of two keys 
on a keyboard. Participants, who were required to be both fast and accurate, were exposed to 
60 pairs of stimuli for each condition; after 30 pairs of stimuli, the response keys were 
inverted to control for the dominant hand effect. The three sessions (Audio-video, Audio, and 
Video) occurred in three different days, and the order of the sessions was counterbalanced 
among participants. 

Both the percentage of correct responses (response accuracy) and the average response times 
were calculated. As concerns response accuracy, a set of one-sample t-tests revealed that 
participants’ accuracy was significantly above the chance level (i.e., 50% of correct 
responses) in all three conditions, while a repeated measures ANOVA showed no differences 
between the conditions. As concerns response times, a repeated measures ANOVA revealed a 
significant main effect of the condition; then, a set of paired samples t-tests highlighted that 
in the Audio-video and in the Audio conditions participants were significantly faster than in 
the Video condition. 

The results suggest that auditory and visual information associated with penalty kicks is 
equally reliable for discriminating their speed, whereas the former is processed faster than the 
latter. This outcome is in line with previous laboratory studies, which highlighted lower 
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reaction times in response to auditory stimuli in comparison to visual ones [3, 4]. Further 
research is needed to evaluate if the same applies also to other sport situations. If that would 
be the case, new training paradigms keeping this aspect into consideration could be 
developed and tested in order to find out whether they can be effective in improving athletes' 
performances. 
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Objectification refers to the tendency to appraise an individual as an object or as less human 
[1]. Several studies investigate the other objectification of others (e.g. [2]), especially of 
women, by focusing perceivers’ attention on the appearance or the sexuality of the targets. 
These findings attest that stressing the physical aspects rather than mental aspects of female 
targets [3] leads both female and male perceivers to attribute less human concepts to female 
targets [4-7], and to perceived them as less competent [4,8], less agentic [9,10], less moral 
[9,11], less warm [8], but with more experience (i.e., pain; [9]). Together, these findings 
agree on the association between female objectification and the denial of human features. 
However, some animal-related attributes employed in these studies (e.g. [5]) could be, in 
principle, also applied to humans (e.g., primary emotions), while some other typical human 
attributes could be, in principle, also ascribed to objects (e.g., objects in motion can be seen 
as agentic) or to animals (e.g., experience). Additionally, other attributes (e.g., lack of 
warmth) could be assigned to both animals and objects. In sum, these studies have relied on 
dimensions that vary in terms of human typicality, but have not included contrasting 
dimensions exclusively referring to humans and to objects. Hence, the employed dependent 
variables do not allow to draw a clear conclusion on whether objectified women are more 
associated with animal/object domain than with the human domain [12]. Only one study tests 
indirectly the association between objectification and objects in terms of perceptual 
processes, and finds that the perception of sexualized women, compared to sexualized men, is 
more similar to the processing supporting objects’ recognition (analytic, [13]). However, the 
authors have not included non-sexualized women, thus not allowing to answer the question 
about whether women in general or only sexualized women could be perceived as objects. To 
address this question, and to overcome the human and animal/object overlap, in two studies, 
participants were presented with an equal number of images of sexualized women (i.e., 
wearing bikini) and of personalized women (i.e., full-dressed) associated with exclusively 
human words (i.e., first names, Mara) and uniquely object words (i.e., object names, Candle). 
Participants were asked to recollect the image-word association they had been presented with. 
Participants were presented with twelve associations in Study 1, and forty-eight associations 
in Study 2, as needed to reduce the unbiasing effect of memory on association performance. 
We tested whether male and female participants spontaneously associated object words with 
sexualized women more than with personalized women, while the complementary pattern 
was expected for human words, that could be more strongly associated with personalized 
women than with sexualized women. As a measure of individual association strength 
between sexualized women and object words, we used a like d' score with object words as the 
Signal and human words as the Noise. In so doing, positive like d' scores resulted from a 
larger proportion of sexualized female picturesoobject words association (Hit), relative to 
sexualized female picturesohuman words association (Fa), while a null d' score stood for a 
similar objectification of both sexualized women and personalized women. Results of both 
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studies showed that female participants d' were significantly larger than male participants d', 
with only female d' being significantly different from zero. Our data surprisingly attested an 
objectification of sexualized female targets by female participants, while the same process 
did not guide male participants’ name-female picture associations. Future research has to 
investigate whether self-female picture similarity, selective exposure to objectified material 
through media, and/or upward comparison processes can account for the observed gender 
effects on the proposed measure of female objectification. 
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Brief intervention is a technique used to initiate behavioural change for risky lifestyles such 
as smoking, lack of exercise or alcohol misuse. It is a preventive approach typically carried 
out by health experts to help people at risk make an informed choice.  While it is effective in 
primary care [1], little is known about its online application. Internet interventions based on 
behaviour change techniques may be helpful to tackle these barriers [2]. By providing 
facilitated access to selected websites, physicians may encourage the use of such 
interventions not only in addictive disorders but also in health promotion and chronic 
diseases management [3]. Strengthening patients’ perception of their physician’s 
endorsement of a website could facilitate the development of an effective alliance among 
patient, the general practitioner (GP) and the application [4]. 

We aimed to evaluate whether a facilitated access to an alcohol reduction website for risky 
drinkers is not inferior to a face-to-face brief intervention conducted by the GPs. 58 Friuli-
VG GPs encouraged all their patients >18, to access an online screening website. Positive 
were randomly assigned to receive either online counselling (intervention) or face-to-face 
brief intervention, as usual, by their GPs (control). The major outcome measure was the 
Audit-C questionnaire. EQ5D, for quality of life, was also utilized as secondary outcome 
measure [5]. 

9080 patients received facilitated access and 4529 (49.9%) logged-on to the website. The 
16.8% (n = 763) screened positive and were randomised either to the experimental Internet 
intervention, 45.5% (n = 347) or to the control group, 54.4% (n = 416), and were seen by 
their GPs. Follow-up rates of 94% and 82% were achieved at 3 and 12 months, respectively. 
Patients engagement with the website positively correlated risk reduction with the number of 
visited pages, older age, computer literacy and low risky drinking. 3 and 12 months follow-
ups do not confirm non-inferior or better website performance in respect to face-to-face 
interventions. EQ5D showed similar benefits 

Behavioural change is a difficult process to be proposed because it deals with personal and 
private issues. Websites interventions, even if slightly inferior to the GPs performance, are 
strategic tools if proposed by PC experts because they respect privacy, are of limited cost and 
can help in busy days. Connections can also be created with social and health services 
promoting, thus, an integrated strategic alliance development. 
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Risky driving behaviors are common among young people, who tend to exhibit excessive 
speeding, speeding for the thrill, driving too close to the followed vehicle, driving while 
using a mobile phone, and to violate other road traffic rules. Here, consistently with the 
question-behavior effect [1,2] we ask whether a specific action of a prevention program 
involving reflective thinking [3] (i.e., answering a questionnaire on driving and traffic safety) 
can alert participants and induce a concern capable of modifying simulated driving 
performance. 

A sample of 116 high school students, including 46 with car driving licence (DL), 
participated in two sessions of simulated driving tests, separated by a 60-min rest period 
during which they answered a written questionnaire on either driving safety (24/3122/39 
with/without DL) or ICT (with/without DL). A simulator – designed by ACI safe driving 
center at Vallelunga – supported realistic driving experience in urban, suburban, and 
motorway critical situations and the recording of several test parameters: speed and braking 
reaction time for emergency braking; number of offences (excess speeding, unsignaled lane 
change, collision, traveling in the emergency lane) for motorway driving.  

Simulated driving behavior of young adults (with/without driving license) proved to be 
malleable. Participants who answered the driving safety questionnaire changed their 
performance towards greater carefulness in the second session, compared to participants in 
the control group who answered the ICT questionnaire. The Session × Questionnaire 
interaction was significant (p < 0.001) for both travelling speed and braking reaction time. In 
the pre-questionnaire session travelling speed was in the 50-52 km/h range, with licence 
holders driving slightly faster; in the post-questionnaire session participants who answered 
the driving safety questionnaire (presumably, thinking about risky behaviors and their effects) 
slowed down, while participants in the control group (induced to think about ICT) increased 
they average speed. In the second session participants who answered the driving safety 
questionnaire reacted to the “Brake” signal much faster (from about 860 ms to 760 ms), while 
participants who answered the ICT questionnaire reacted slightly slower (from about 800 ms 
to 830 ms). The overall number of offenses decreased in all participants, with a stronger 
benefit in participants who answered the driving safety questionnaire. In general, driving 
licence ownership had limited effects on change of simulated driving behavior during 
participation in a prevention program.  

Our study provides strong support for the occurrence of a question-behavior effect within the 
context of a safe driving program. Results and conclusions are consistent with previous 
research in which behavioral changes were self-reported [2], but constitute a more convincing 
source of evidence, given that in our study the dependent measures were referred to objective 
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measures of driving performance (not subjective evaluations) and obtained effects emerged 
from an experimental design including a control group involved in reflective thinking on a 
topic only partially related to road safety. 
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The use of auditory cues for the modulation of movement and physiological parameters has 
been investigated in different domains. However, most of the previous studies used artificial 
cues, which did not provide information related to individual’s perceptual experience. In this 
study, we compared the effects of ecological and artificial cues on breathing. Consistently 
with the Theory of Event Coding, we hypothesized that the ecological cues would affect 
breathing more than the artificial ones. Indeed, the more the perceptual experience overlaps 
the action experience, the more the former would influence the latter. 

To address this question, we created a database of ecological sounds by manipulating the 
breathing sounds of a volunteer. We also created a database of artificial sounds which had the 
same temporal features as the ecological ones. Twenty volunteers were then exposed to three 
different conditions – ecological sound, artificial sound, and control – while we monitored 
their breath duration. In each session, participants were first asked to breathe normally, and 
then to synchronize the beginning of their inspiration with the beginning of the inspiration 
sound, for each breath. Only in the control condition no cue was provided for this second 
phase. 

The statistical analyses then revealed that breath duration variability in the ecological 
condition was significantly reduced in contrast with the other two conditions. 

The results seem to confirm our hypothesis that ecological sounds capture the timing of 
breathing better than artificial sounds, guiding as a consequence participants’ breathing. Our 
results provide further support to the validity of the Theory of Event Coding, suggesting its 
possible extension in the domain of physiological functions that are both consciously and 
unconsciously controlled. If the future research confirmed the effectiveness of ecological 
sound training, the current intervention techniques could be improved in various domains (e.g. 
motor rehabilitation, sport performance). 
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User-generated content websites, such as review sites or travel communities, have become a 
major source of information for travelers with the advent of Web 2.0. A recent study [1] 
showed that more than 40% of travelers use the reviews and comments of other consumers as 
information sources when planning trips. 

While many studies have investigated the use and influence of online reviews on consumers, 
less is known about what motivates travelers to write online reviews. According to the results 
of the Yoo & Gretze's survey [2], based on a panel of TripAdvisor reviewers, the motivation 
to write online travel reviews is accounted for by four dimensions: Enjoyment/positive self-
enhancement, Venting negative feelings, Concerns for other consumers, and Helping the 
company. As a consequence, the motivation to review should be high after extremely good 
outcomes (due to enjoyment in sharing a good experience, helping the company that provided 
a good travel service) and extremely bad experiences (owing to engagement in negative 
word-of-mouth to warn others, see also [3]), and low after intermediate/neutral experiences. 

In this study we adopted a data-driven approach in order to test the empirical robustness of 
such an expectation. Specifically, we investigated the motivation to write online travel 
reviews, by analyzing a publicly available world-wide dataset of 246,399 user generated hotel 
reviews posted on TripAdvisor [4]. Following on the expectation rising from the four 
dimension model of motivation proposed by [2], if reviewers are highly motivated to write 
after extremely good and extremely bad experiences, the distribution of overall hotel ratings 
(ranging from 1 “bubble”, labeled as “terrible”, to 5 “bubbles”, labeled as “excellent”) should 
be expected to be U-shaped, with central ratings being less represented than extreme values 
(1 “bubble” and 5 “bubbles”). The empirical distribution of ratings showed instead that the 
most represented ratings were 5 and 4 “bubbles” (accounting for 75% of all ratings), thus 
reflecting the fact that the majority of reviewers judged their experience in a monotonic 
continuum from very good to excellent. The same pattern of results emerged also in sub-
ratings (business service – 63%, cleanliness – 81%, front desk – 75%, location – 84%, rooms 
– 73%, service – 75%, and value – 73%). 

The monotonic pattern of responses revealed by our study demonstrated that engaging in 
negative word-of-mouth to vent negative feelings and to warn others may not be an important 
motivation for writing online reviews. We speculate that monotonicity could results from a 
positivity bias in remembering and evaluating hedonic experiences [5]. 
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The last years have seen the revival of the fuzzy set theory as a useful tool for dealing with 
some notorious problems unresolved by psychological theories of concepts [1]. A cornerstone 
of such theory is that "often it happens that the concepts encountered in the real world do not 
have precisely defined criteria of membership, i.e., they are vague ..." [2]. In addition to 
handling vagueness, the fuzzy set theory allows to take into account the typicality of 
instances, an issue prototypical theories of concepts have focused upon since Rosch's [3] 
seminal work. While vagueness and typicality are considered by the fuzzy theory as different 
manifestations of the same phenomenon, according to several authors it is unclear whether 
typicality and fuzzy membership are determined by different mechanisms (e.g., [4]). 

In the paper, three experiments were carried out to investigate the role played by membership 
and typicality in a categorization task in which participants expressed their agreement with 
sentences like: “Bats are/are not birds”, “Penguins are/are not birds”, “Canaries are/are 
not birds”, and “Toads are/are not birds”, in which the membership and typicality 
dimensions were orthogonally manipulated. 

In these experiments we also manipulated the presentation of the affirmative and negative 
sentences (Exp1, simultaneous vs random), the role played by hedge expressions (Exp2), and 
the channelling of an evaluation criterion (Exp3). 

Overall, the results showed a significant main effect of both membership and typicality and a 
strong interaction between them as a proof of their role as factors in categorization judgment. 
Moreover, it was found that membership plays a stronger influence than typicality when they 
were directly contrasted. The relevance of these findings for the fuzzy set theory, especially 
in the context of concept representation in information systems, is discussed. 
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The aim of our investigation was to examine whether the complexity of logical rules that 
define category membership affects category learning and its metacognitive monitoring. We 
employed different arrangements of three drawings as stimuli. We also manipulated explicit 
awareness of the existence of logical rules. Two experiments were performed. In the first 
experiment, participants were explicitly told to discover and learn the rule underlying 
category structures, while in the second experiment participants were just told to learn 
category structures. Category structures used in the experiments were defined by logical rules 
of different levels of complexity: conjunctive, conjunctive-disjunctive or complex rule. To 
examine metacognitive monitoring, we asked participants to give feeling-of-warmth 
judgments repeatedly during learning in order to assess their subjective feelings about how 
close they are to the acquisition of the appropriate rule. As expected, the results showed that 
feeling-of-warmth judgments generally follow classification accuracy through the course of 
learning. Contrary to expectations, there were no differences between different levels of 
complexity of category structure on any of the tested measures. This was true regardless of 
whether the participants were explicitly informed that they should learn the underlying 
logical rule. The results suggest that when complex pictorial stimuli are used category 
learning is of similar difficulty for category structures defined by different logical rules. 
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